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Preface
Considerable

number of literature enquiring into the

relationship

between Tamil and Sanskrit grammatical traditions has been appearing
for over a period of time. Tamil

tradition represented by its earliest

grammatical work known as Tolkadppiyam includes a section on porul or
subject matter in the Porulatika@ram which is comparable with the s@hitya
or alamkara sastra of the Sanskrit tradition. As alamkdra forms a separate
branch of study a comparative study of the Tamil and Sanskrit tradition
should be made separately, one comprising the grammatical aspect and
the other the literary aspect. A comparative study of the Tolkadppiyam
and the Astddhyayi has been made by the author and is being published
by the International Institute of Tamil studies Chennai a couple of years
ago. I address myself to the literary aspect in this book.
Comparative

studies,

attempted

earlier,

reflects

an

underlying

assumption that the Porulatikaram of Tamil tradition is posterior to the
Sanskrit alamkadra texts; accordingly an attempt has been made to point
out the similarities between the two traditions thereby establishing the
indebtedness

of Tamil

tradition

to the

Sanskrit tradition.

When

a

compartive study of two traditions is to be made, a researcher has to take

into consideration, one the chronology of the traditions under review so
that one can speak of the influence of anterior tradition on the posterior
tradition and two the common

topics and their similarities. The vexed

question of relative chronology has been posing a problem and:until and
unless this question is resolved to the satisfaction of each and everyone
concerned, one becomes

sceptical to accept the view of posteriority or

anteriority of either tradition. Moreover

almost all alamkdra

texts.
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excepting Bharata’s Né@tyaSdtra are placed later than Tolkappiyam
Porulatikaram, Secondly the similarities found in these two traditions
need not be taken always due to the influence of ome‘on the other. They
may be purely accidental and may have developed independant of each
other.
Comparative studies attempted earlier take the common topics such
as ullurai, iraicci and dhvani and try to point out the similarities in Tamil
and Sanskrit. It requires or some rethinking since the common topics
treated in Tamil and Sanskrit may not be similar in their treatments as
well. A careful study of Tolkappiyam-Porulatikdram shows that the
treatment of these topics in Tolkappiyam differs from that of Sanskrit
alamkarikas. Therefore, it is necessary to first discuss the method of
treatment of common topics in Tamil and Sanskrit traditions. The present
study is divided into five sections, They are 1) introduction
2) Tolkappiyam-Porulatikdram 3) Sanskrit alamkdra texts 4) A
comparative study of Tamil and Sanskrit traditions which is mainly
concermed with the discussion on the treatment of simile, suggestion and
sentiments and 5 conclusion.

It has

been

established

that

Tamil

tradition

represented

by

Tolkappiyam-Porulatikaram differs from that of Sanskrit @lamkdrikas

in the treatment of simile, suggestion and sentiment though these are
found to be common topics. Tolkappiyar treats of all these within the
framework of akam theme, whereas in the Sanskrit tradition they are

found to have much wider scope. The question
Tamil tradition may have been brought in by
influence of Sanskrit on Tamil was greater
majority of the commentators happened to be

of Sanskrit influence on
the commentators as the
during their period and
well-versed in both the

languages.

Transliteration and abbreviations followed in this book are normally
accepted ones, no separate system of translitération and abbreviation are
not given here.
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I. Introduction

Section I: Introduction
Western

scholars have written a large number of works on literary

criticism than literary composition itself. In the Indian subcontinent itself,

Sanskrit language can claim a continuous tradition of literary criticism
beginning from the Ndtsayasdstra

of Bharata for more than eighteen

hundred years. Later writers on poetics have developed what Bharata had
postulated earlier, to an enormous extent, that it attained the status of
being called

a Sastra, thereby developing it into a separate branch of

study called Alamkdra

§dstra. All the works on the history of Sanskrit

literature include a section on poetics; apart from this, two monumental

works

on the History of Poetics (De and Kane) also are available in

Sanskrit. The tradition of Sanskrit criticism still continue and a number
of scholars, including westorn, are contributing to this field of study.
Tamil language, on the other hand, gives not so bright picture. Though
Tolkappiyar, the earliest grammarian has postulated a number of such
theories in his work Tolkappiyam his poetic theories have not developed
further. As a result, Tamil tradition, has practically none on the literary

criticism after Tolkdppiyam-Porulatikaram. There is no doubt,

that

ancient Tamil poets have written a large number of works based on the
literary themes postulated by Tolkappiyar unfortunately none of the
ancient Tamil poets cared to develop what was spoken of by Tolkappiyar
regarding rhetorics, suggestion, sentiments etc. They simply followed
what was laid down

about the theory of poetry and composed

several
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poems .The aiamkara works such as Tantiyalamkaéram, Maranalamkaram
and so on arose later but, they were

written on Sanskrit model.

Tolkappiyar’s theories on poetics, prepounded in Porulatikdram is purely
a Tamil tradition.

Tamil grammatical works have the unique distinction of having a
section on Porul or subject matter included in the grammatical text itself
unlike the Sanskrit tradition in which the study of poetics form a separate
branch of study. Tolkappiyar formulates rules for not only literary themes
but also includes sections on sentiments, suggestion, simile and so on
in the third section of the grammatical text called Tolkappiyam.
Incidentaily, the purpose of writing To/kdppiyam is to give guidelines
to write a good poetry according to some scholars. This tradition has
been continued till Dandin’s Tantiyalamkaram appeared. Dandin’s
alamkara work, treats of embellishment in a separate treatise, unlike
Tolkappiyar, this work is supposed to be mainly based on Sanskrit
almkaras.

Medieval commentators interpret a number of Tolkappiyam sutras in
the light of Sanskrit rhetorics. Following the trend set up by the medieval
commentators, the modern writers also have entered into the discussion
on the relationship between Tamil and Sanskrit traditions. Some scholars
argue Tolkdppivam reveals the influence of Bharata’s Natyaastra in his

description of sentiments. When we read carefully the Meypdattiyal of
Tolkappivam-Porulatikdram it becomes very Clear that there is no such
relationship as borrower and borrowed. It will be shown in the following
pages, their approach to the subject, the differences in their approaches
and so pn. When we observe vast differences between the two, the

question of influence does not arise at all. Therefore a fresh approach to
the subject is necessary; setting aside the irrelevant arguments,it is better
to cultivate a sense of appreciation in reading through the sutras
of
Tolkappiyam and Sanskrit alamkara texts. When we make a comparative

Introduction
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study of both the tradition with an unbiased mind, we will be able to
appreciate better the theories postilated by To/kdppiyam much earlier than
the Sanskrit tradition. The present study is an attempt in these lines.
The main object of this comparative study is to present first, the views
on the literary themes and literary criticism as discribed in Tamil and
Sanskrit texts. Tolkappiyam Prulatikdram is concerned with the literary
themes and criticisms in the section on Meyppdtu or sentiments, wvamai
or simile, u//urai_wvamam and iraicci or suggestion. It is well known
that Sanskrit alamkdra texts deal with a number of theories including
rasa

or sentiment, wpama or simile, dhvani or suggestion. Since the

Tolkappiyam stresses on meyppati, ullurai uvamam and iraicci and enai
uvamam, and the object of this study is to compare Tolkappiyam with
Sanskrit tradition, the study will be limited to the literary themes
particularly erotic poetry, and the theories of rasa, alamkara and dhvani
as these topics are commonly found in these two traditions.
This work has been divided into five sections. Section I forms the

introduction (2) Tolképpiyam-Prulatikaram (3) Sanskrit alamkdra
literature (4) A comparative study of literary themes and theories as found
in Tamil and Sanskrit traditions and (5) conclusion,

Introduction briefly discusses the necessity for a fresh approach and
the outcome of such approach.

Section II : Tolkappiyam-Prulatikaram

Section II Tolképpiyam-Prulatikaram

presents the contents of
prulatikaram. It discribes in detail the literary theme and theories
discussed in this section of Tolkappiyam. Tolkappiyar appears to be more
concerned with the akam theme as majour part of prulatikaram is devoted
to this theme. Hence the scope of this study will be on Akattinaiyiyal,
Kalaviyal, Karpiyal and Poruliyal for literary theme and Meypattiyal.
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Uvamaiyal and relevant sutres for u//urai uvaman

and iraicci in the

section on Akattinai etc for pcetics. Apart from these, relevant sutres from

Cayyuliyal also will be incl aded in this study.

Section 111 : Alamkdra Sastra in Sanskrit

This section opens with an outline of the origin and development of
Sanskrit Kavya and poetics. Since meyppdtu, ullurai uvamam and iraicci
and

uvamam are comparable respectively

with rasa theory, upamd or

embellishment theory and dhvani or suggestion theory of Sanskirt literary
critics, detailed discussion on the rasa theory of Bharata and his
followers, dhvani theory of Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta, and
alamkara

theory of the well known rhetoricians such as Udbhata and

others find a place in this section.

Section IV : Comparative study
The common topics handled by both Tamil and Sanskirt writers is
the treatment of love with its different situations. Similarly sentiments
(rasa) emlellishments (alamkdra) and suggestion, (dhvani) are said to

correspond to meyppatu, uvamai and ullurai uvamam and iraicci in Tamil.
Hence these topics are compared. After pointing out the similarities and
the differences in the treatment of these topics it is shown that these are
not identical but are different.

It has been established that these two

systems are independant of each other.

Section V : Conclusion

Summing up of the discussions put forth in the preceding chapters
and the conclusions.

oo

Il. Tolkappiyam -Porulati karam
The earliest extant Tamil grammatical work called Tolkdppiyam
devotes its third section i.e. Porulatikadram

exclusively for the topics

relating to literary theme, metrical patterns, poetics and tradition. This
section, like the preceding two, is also divided into iyals. They are :1) Akattinatyiyal (= Akat.),2) Purattinaiyiyal (= Purat)3) Kalaviyal
(=Kalavu),

4)Karpiyal

(=Karpu.)

5)

Poruliyal

(=Porul),

6) Meyppattiyal (Meyppdatu) 7) Uvamaiyiyali (= Uvamai.), 8) Ceyyuliyal
(= Ceyyul),and

9) Marapiyal (=Marapu.).

Tolkappiyar’s main thrust is on akam theme, as such, he devotes
almost all the tya/s (excepting) Purat.

to formulate rules for writing

poems on this theme, Even while prescribing rules for puram theme, he
formulates rules in such a fasion that puram forms the other side ie
opposite of akam. Consider the following sutras:vetci tane kurifciyatu purané (TP. 56)
vanicitdné mullaiyatu purané (T P61)
ulifaitane marutattup purané (TP. 64)

tumpaitdne neytalatu purane (T.P. 66)
vakaitdné pdlaiyatu purané (TP. 73)

kaficitané peruntinaip purané (T P.77)
All these sutras point to the fact that Tolkappiyar considers akam as
the main theme, which forms the basis for his concept of poetry.

6
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As

already

pointed

out

majority

of

the

sections

in

the

Porulatikaram covers the literary theme of akam, and it is proposed
to limit our study to this theme, a brief outline of all these ivals will he
given here.

1. Akattinaiyiyal

Akat. forms the first section of the Porulatikdram. The topics dealt
with in this section are as follows:- Classification of akam into seven
tinais, the subject matter of akattinai, such as mutal, karu and uri , the
character of akam

kantor,

elopement,

theme, utterances

separation,

of talaivan,

kaikkilai,

toli, narrdy

peruntinai,

and

metrical

pattern, classification of wvamam (simile) into .ul/lurai uvamam and
enai uvamam (implicit and explicit). All these topics are covered in 55
Sutras.

2. Kalaviyal
Kalavu. forms the third section of the Porulatikdram. It contains
51 sutras. The topics covered in this section are definition of kalavu,
qualities of the hero punarcci, such as iyarkaippunarcci and ullappunarca
and so on, behaviour of hero in kalava stage, heroine’s reaction to the
hero’s advances, her friend’s reactions. Foster mother’s responses,
heroine’s mother’s responses, steps taken by her mother and foster mother,
secret meeting during day in a particular place, meeting in the other places
than those specified ones by him, marriage (varaital). Public wedding
may take place either before kalavu comes to the open or after their
clandestine meetings are known to others, pirivu or separation before the
actual wedding is normally do not happen. ka/avu is almost similar to
karpu in their living together.
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3. Karpiyal

Karpu. follows immediately after kaJavu. It consists of 53 sutras. The
topics covered in this section are : Karpu manam, utterance of the hero,
heroine, toli, cevili, kamakkilatti, arivar, kiittan and ilaiyér, dtal (sulking)
- gossip (alar), separation and penance.
4. Poruliyal

Porul. forms the Sth section of the Porulatikaram. Miscellancous
topics are covered in this section. They are supplimentary to the previous
sections. It describes further situations not covered by the previous
sections during kalavu and karpu slages. The topics discussed in this
section may be studied under 5 major divisions. 1) The qualities of the
characters of akam poems

2) figures ullurai and iraicci

3) emotions

which should remain hidden 4) Tradition and 5) Sanctioned deviations.

It is intended to present akam theme discussed by Tolkappiyar under
two divisions :- Literary theme and literary theory. The abve mentioned
sections can be considered for the former and Meypp@ttiyal
and Uvamaiyiyal and also ullurai uvamam and iraicci described in the
other sections for the latter. Ceyyuliyal covers various topics relevant

for both.
i) Literary theme

Tolkappiyar divides the literary theme into
viz., akam

or inner or private and puram

two major classes,

or outside. Thus,

akam

poems cover the topics concerning the love affairs of the hero and
the heroine, their secret meeting, the marriage separation and so on
and puram

poems

treat of the hero’s external

activities, such as

his heroism, maganimity and so on. Both akam and puram poems
are further classified into differnt
concerned with only akam theme.

tinai, turai and so on. We will be

8
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akam poems are divided into sevan tinais.
They are:

tinai

_

1.

kaikkilai or one sided love

2.

kurifici or mountainous region

3.

pdlai or arid land

4.

mullai or pasture land

5.

neytal or littoral region

6.

maruatm or agricultural land

7.

peruntinai or excessive love

The middle five tinais (ii. 2-6) are known as kdtal or anpin aintinai
or five love situation, as they form the locus of different situations
associated with love.

One can notice the names of the five tinais, kurifici, mullai etc., are
the names of flowers as well. It is argued by scholars that the tinais or
lands or regions are named after the flowers which ate grown and blossom
in those areas.

The

subject

matter’of these poems is further classified into
mutar porul or times and seasons as appropriate to
the five
akattinais 2)karupporul or poetic distinctive attribute of akattinai
and 3) uripporu! or poetic aspect of love. Each tinai is assigned
mutal, karu and uripporul. Mutarporul refers to nilam or land
and polutu or time and latter is again divided into two, viz,
perum
polutu meaning divisions of year ie seasons and ciru
polutu meaning divisions of day such as kdlai or morning, pakal or

noon.

Tolkdppiyam-Porulatikdram

Mutar porul
tinai

or

region

1.mullai

kdtu
(forest)

2. kurifici

polutu (time)

nilam

malai
(mountain)

[
perum

ciru

(long)

(short)

kar

malai

(rainy season)

(evening)

1 Riitir

yamam

(autumn)

(midnight)

2.munpant

3. palai

1. vénil

nanpakal

(spring)

(noon)

a) ilavenil
b) mutuvénil
2.pinpani

4) marutam

timpunal

--

(riverine)

1) vaikarai
(Day break)

2) vitiyal
(dawn)

5) neytal

perumanal
(littoral)

as

érpatu
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Tolkappiyar has not specified any particular season for marutam and
neytal. Hence, it may be inferred all seasons are suitable for these two
tinais.

uripporul

L.

finai

love situation

kurifici

punartal or union

2.

palai

pirital or separation

3.

mullai

iruttal or patient waiting

4,

லாம!

irankal or pining

5.

marutam

utal or sulking

Karupporul
Tolkappiyar lists kKarupporul
(animal), maram

as teyvam (god), und (food), ma

(tree), pul (bird), parai(musical instrument) ceyti

(occupation), ¥@/ (lute), - pa (flower), nir (water), ar (village). Each and
every tinai is assigened all these karupporul by the commentator Naccinar
kkiniyar though Tolkappiyar himself, specifies only god /lord.
I. mullai
teyvam- mayon (Visnu); und-varaku, camai-matirai, ma - ulai, pulvay,
muyal; maram-konrai, kuruntu; pul - kanakkoli, céval;

parai - érukét

parai, ceyti- nilameytal,varaku kattal; yal-mullai yal; pu - mullai, pita,

tala, tonri.nir- kanyaru; ur - pati, céri, palli
2. kurifici

teyvam - céyon (Murukan) ; und - aivanam (nel), tinai, minkilarici;
mda-puli, ydnai, karati, panri, maram - akil, Gram, tekku, timicu, vénkai,
pul - kili, mayil; parai - murukiyam, tontakam; ceyti-tén alittal, kilanku
akaltal, tinai vilaittal kilikatital; yal-kurifciyal; pa-kdntal, vénkai,
cunaikkuvalai, nir-aruvi, cunai; tir-cirukuti, kuricci.

Tolkappivam-Porulatikdram

Il

3. marutam
tevvam-Véntan; und-cennel, vennel; md-erumai, nirndy; maram-vanci,

kdfici, marutam; pul-tard, nirkéli; parai - panamulavu, nellai kinai; ceytinatutal, kattal, arital, katavitutal; yal-marutayal; pw-tamarat, kalunir,
nir-yarrunir, manaikkinaru, poykai; tirkal(enpana);
4. neytal
teyvam-Varunan; und-minvilai, uppuvilai, m@-uman, pakafu; marampunnai, falal, kantal; pul-annam,

anril; parai-minkétparai;

ceyti-

minpatuttal, uppuvilaittal and selling them; yal-neytalyal; ptt-kaitai,

neytal, nir-manar kinaru, uvark kuli; dr-paltinam, pakkam.
5. palai
und-wealth plundered on the highway; md-weak, elephant. tiger and
cenndy (brown coloured dog); maram-dried iruppai, mai, ulifiat, nema;
pul-kaluku, paruntu, pura; parai-ctiraikdtparai, niraikétparai; ceyti-

dralaittal,

curaikétal;

vdl-pdlaiyal:

pi-mard,

kurd,

patiri:

nir-

arunirkkaval, cunai; ur-parantalai that those are not included in uripprul

i.e. kaikkilai.
Tolkappiyar sanctions the interchange of nilam and polutu assigned
to finais (14), He further adds that such interchanges are allowed only in

the case of mutarprul and karuppru]. However, he prohibits interchange
of wripprul. He further adds that interchanges are possible in those tinais
that are not included in the wripprul i.e. kaikkilai and peruntinai in other
words, these two tinais can happen in any of the four regions.
akam- poets, as arule, are not supposed to use the proper name of the
hero while composing poems on akam theme (Akat. 5).
The people were classified and named according to finai in which they
live

or according

to their occupation

in the ancient

Tamilakam;

accordingly two kinds of names occur in the akam poems. Names
according to finai is called peyarppevar or regional e.g. kKanavar or forest
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folk, verpan or hillsman and so on and occupational names are known

as vinaippeyar. e.g. véttuvar or hunter, w/avar or farmer and so on.
People are basically classified into 1) uwyarntor and

2) atiydr or

vinaivalar ie. those who belong to upper class and those who work for
the upper class. The people who are depicted as heroes are those who
live in all these regions eccept atiyor and vinai-valar.
Tolkappiyar has stated pirital or separation as the uripporul of pdlai.
He enumerates the causes for separation as education (dtal), war (pakai)
and message (tur) (TP 25). Education and message are mentioned as

the causes for separation in the case of people of higher strata of society
(26) Separation due to enmity or war is applicable only to the chieftains
or kings. Pakai or war may be of two kinds, viz, meeting the enemy alone
in the battle field or along with his friends. Hero’s departure to earn wealth
and his attraction towards prostitute are two additional reasons for
separation

between the lovers. The former happens in the kalavu stage

and the latter in the karpu stage.
Akam poems are described as dramatic monologue and the dramatis
personae are talaivan or hero, talaivi or heroine, roli or heroine’s friend,

cevili or heroine’s foster mother, narrdy or heroine’s mother, pdnkan or
hero’s friend, rantai or heroine’s father and parattai or prostitute.
Tolkappiyar lists the qualities expected of both the hero and heroine.
The hero is expected to be well-educated, well-behaved, he should be of
noble birth and also be rich. The heroine should be chaste, well-behaved,
patient, possessed
and kin.

of entertaining

nature and supportive of hero’s kith

Akam poems, as prescribed by Tolkappiyar should be in the form of
kurru or utterances. These are the utterances of hero, heroine and others
who are stated as the characters. Modern scholars translate it saying’ for

instance, talaivi kiurru what ’the friend said’ Tolkappiyar uses the term

Tolkdppiyam-Porulatikdram
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munnam (TP 315) which denotes the qualified speaker and the qualified
person to be spoken to, their activities and the utterances are defined in
some sections of Akar, It centres around the close relationship which
exists between the hero and the heroine on the one hand and the other

characters on the other. Tolkappiyar mentions the utterances of the hero,
heroine and heroine's friend and so on specifying the context in which
they can speak. The characters who are entitled to speak at the stage of
kalavu, karpu, etc. are stated in Ceyyul. also and the persons who are
spoken to. All the characters (except the hero and the heroine) enumerated

above are the speakers and listerners too.

ii) Literary theories

Uvamaiyiyal or section on simile
In the opening sitra of the section, Tolkappiyar says that the simile
(uvamai) is based on four principles; viz. 1) action, 2) effect, 3) form
and 4) colour. (TP 276). Of these four points of resemblance, two or three

may be mingled in simile (TP 277) ie. it is not necessary to restrict to
only one comparison in a poem. All the four may be compared with in

the same.
Tolkappiyar rules that the object with which the comparison is made

should be superior to the object compared. (TP 278). He also sanctions
the use of reverse kind of simile in the sutra 284. Reversed simile is
comparable to anyonyopama of Dandin.
Basis (nilaikkalan) for comparison are said to be four (TP 279). They
are : superiority, beauty, affection and heroism. He includes inferiority
too as the fifth one (TP-280).

One can notice two sets for comparison. Though Tolkappiyar himself
has given no reason some scholars say that the second set of uvamai is
based on the aim of the poet whereas the first set is based on the reason

.
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which prompted the poet to make comparison. (Sundaramurthy:

1974)

It may be added here that the sutras under consideration are not formulated
with the identical words, Thus, TP 276, one finds vakai peravantavuvamait torram.TP 279 has, annar panbu nilaikkalam enpar. The action,

effect, form and colour listed in TP 276 are said to he uvamail torram
whereas superiority, beauty, affection and heroisum listed in TP 279 are
four qualities of nilaikkalan.

Tolkappiyar states that comparison between the whole and the parts
and the parts

with parts (281), The common quality is not necessarily

expressed and in such cases it is taken to be implied; accordingly two
types of similes emerge viz., 1) A simile in which common quality is
expressed. (cuttikkuriya uvamam) as in pavalam por centuvarvay. Here,
the common quality namely redness (centuvar) is expressed. 2) A simile
in which the common quality is not expressed but is implied (cuttikkurd
uvamam) as in pavalavady. Here the common

quality (redness) is not

explicitly stated. However, the denotation can be understood from the

word itself.
Tolkappiyar stresses the necessity for appropriateness. (aucitya) in
comparison

(283). For instance, mayir rékai polum

resembling peacocks ‘plume’
cirakanna

karumayir

kuntal iresses

is an appropriate comparison but kakkai

“‘heir as black

as the wings

of a crow”

is

inappropriate, apparently because it is not sanctioned by tradition.
Tolkappiyar enumerates the comparative particles numbering 36.
These thirty-six are further subdivided into four broad types under the .
heads of action, effect, form and colour.

Thirty six comparative particles are: 1) anna, 2) éyppa, 3) urala,

4) oppa,5) enna, 6) mana, 7) onra 8) otunka,9) otta, 10) arika.11) enra,
12) viyappa, 13) ella 14) vilaiya 15) virappa, 16) nikarppa, 17) kalla
18) katuppa, 19) kayppa 20) matippa 21) takaiya 22) marula 23) marra,
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24) maruppa 25) pulla 26) poruva 27) porpa 28) péla 29) vella 30) vila

31) ndta, 32) naliya 33) natunka 34) nanta 35) ota and 36) puraiya.

urala
takaiva
nokka

3, meyyuvamam

LD

enna

WH

virappa

vilaiya

pulla

FP

mana

ella

poruva

NK

anka

1.

kalla

HNO

1. anna

2. payan uvamam

co

1. vinailyuvamam

matippa
vella

vila

4. uruvuvamam

1 . katuppa

pola

2

maruppa

. €vppa

3 . marula

oppa

4 . puraiya

kaynta

5. otta

néra

6 . otunka

viyappa

7. Ota

naliya

8 . nikarppa

8.

nanta

The particle anna can be used in all the four types (288). These four

types can be multiplied by two, making them eight kinds (293). Thus
each kind will be subdivided into two. For instance, it can either be

expressed in a compound form (tokai) or its analysed form (rokaiviri).
Thus pulipdyttul a compound which does not have a comparative particle,
and puliy anna payttul (analysed form) contains the comparative particle
anna (like).
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payavumai is further classified into two as good and bad.
SetI

Set II

1. ella

1. vilaiya

2. poruva
3. kalla

2. pulla
3. matippa

4. vella

4. vila

The set I can be used in contexts in which the upamdna is uscd in an
inferior sense and the other set of words are used in the contexts in which
neither object of comparison is inferior nor the object compared is
superior.

meyyuvamam can be classified into two as doubt (aiyapporul) and
certainty (tunivupporul)

பா யாய

I Doubt

II Certainty

1. katuppa

1. éyppa

2. marula

2.

01/4

3. puraiya

3.

otunka

4.

4. nikarppa

ota

similarly is classified into two
I Set

II Set

pola

4.

N=

. kdyppa

néra

ww

oppa

maruppa

viyappa

naliya

4.

nanta.

It appears that Tolkappiyar views the aesthetic experience and usage

of simile on the basis of superiority or inferiority in the sutras 294-298.
They may appear in the following eight meyppatus or physical
manifestation: nakai, alukai, ilivaran, marutkai, accam. perumitam,
vekuli and uvakai (TP 25 1).
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The following verse from Akam (16) poetry is an illustration for :
1.nakaiyuvamam
kalavutam: patutalir kaviintu nilankilaiva.
The prostitute (parattai) who pretends as though she does not know
or has not seen the hero rejoices at seeing his child (who resembles his
father (ie. hero) while playing. Heroine, who hides herself behind the
door, remarks ‘you too is the child’s mother’; Hearing these words of the
heroine, the prostitute is shaken. Here the prostitute’s state of mind is
likened to that of the thief caught red handed. Heroine laugh at the
condition of the prostitute.

2.avalavuvamam
kalan kavijnta nadykanpor kalaitunaipiritinrippulampumen nilai kantum pokalani-yenryal

(ya vi.pa.3 16)
The lamentation of lady love due to seperation from her lover is
compared to the lamentation of mariner whose ship was wrecked.
3.ilivaral uvamam
peruficelvarillatiu nalkurntar pola
varufcellum térum en nencu.

(Muttol. 88)
Heroinc’s pitiable condition is compared to the unhappy situation of
previously rich man, who was reduced to penury and who is in two minds
to approach a wealthy person.

4.marutkai yuwvamam
irattul innavai tonrin ilarkayattu
nirut kuvalai ventarru
It is a wonder if the kuvalai which is in water gets lurnt.

(Kali 41)
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5. accavuvamai
cantak attuntenru cepput tiram tiran-toruvan

pampakattuk kantatutaitt.
(Nalati. 126)

When a person opens a pot thinking that there is sandal inside the
pot, finds to his horror a serpent inside.
6. perumiiavuvamai
maliarai maraficdytta malporran kilainadppat
kalluyar nanaf cdrar kalantiy-alu nadtakél
(Kali. 52)
Sense of pride experienced by the hero is compared to that of Visnu
who killed mallars.

7. vekulyuvamai
kurru vekuntanna munpotu
marriru véntar mannok kilaiye
(Puram. 42)

An enraged manarch who cast his eyes on the territory of enemies to
conquer is likened to the anger of god of death.
8.uvakaiy uvamam
paticenra paricilar pola
vuvini vali toli

(Akam.65)

This is addressed by the lady love’s companion. She tells her
friend ie ralaivi to be happy like the bards who is rewarded by the
patron.
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Types of uvamam
uvamam

or uvamai is Classified into two major types viz., ullurai

uvamam or implicit simile and énai uvamam or explicit simile in the
Akattinaiyiyal (S 45). Tolkappiyar discusses both types of similies in the
Uvamaiyiyal. He begins with different basis for forming simile, followed
by enumeration of comparative particles and so on and so forth--Tolkappiyar, discribes different kinds of similes in this section.
1. cuttikkira uvamai (S. 282)
The comparative particle is not explicity stated here.

This is the

opposite of normal type of uvamai.
2. porulé uvamam (S.283)
In this type of simile, poru| itself is considered as uvamam. According

\ to [lam. upamana and upameya are not mentioned seperately in this
simile. This corresponds to rupaka of Sanskrit rhetoricians. Peraciriyar
interprets it as a kind of simile in which, both upamdna and upameya
interchanges their places.

He illustrates this simile from a song from Cirupan 72-73.
varumulaiyanna vanmukai yulaintu tirupuka mavilnta teyvattamarai.

Here the beautiful

face (rirumukam)

and the breast (mulai) are

described as uvamai and the bud (mukai) and the tlower (a@marai) are

porul.,
3. vVérupatavanta uvamam
An upama that is different from the others is known as verupatavanta
uvamai. In the illustration cited by Ilam, three objects, viz. the sun, his
rays and the darkness are found; of these the first two are respectively
compared with the king and his way by the simile called rupaka by the
Sanskrit rhetoricians and the last one is left without identifying with
another object. Thus, some object are identified and some others are not
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in this kind of upamda. Peraciriyar, on the other hand, gives a number of
upamas under this category. Majority of them correspond to the upamas
explained in the kavyddarse of Dandin.
4. oriikkirum uvamai (S. 308)
Instead of saying that this object is comparable to or like the other
one, if it is said that it cannot he compared with that, that kind of simile
is called oriikkurum uvamai. (Per.)
cg
matar mukam pol olivita vallaiyér
kdtalai vali mati.
(kure] 1118)

‘O Moon, live long, if you can shine like these woman you will also
deserve my love’.
ninnoranaiyai ni ‘you are like you’. -

5, payanilai purinta valakkuvamai (S. 309)
Peraciriyar illustrates this kind of simile with a Puram song (107)

pari pari yenru palavétti yoruvar pukalvar cemappulavar
Kapilar says that the poets praise the magnanimity of only Pari. He
implies that the unfailing rain (mé@ri) also equally munificent. Here normal
type of comparison between uvamam (rain) and porul (Pari) is not used.
6. tatumaru uvamam or uvamai
In this kind of simile, the npamdna is used as upamana as well as the
object (poru!) simultaneously. Narrinai song. 35 : 2-5 can be cited as an

illustration.

.

punkal naval... pucal.

(35 : 2-5)

"A bee mistaking jamun (naval palam) as its species swarms around
it. A crab mistaking jamun as bee. tries to catch it. Here, first jamun is
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mistaken for a bee and bee in turn is mistaken for a jamun fruit. It can be

considered a mistaken identity not a regular comparison. That is why this
type of comparison is named as tatumdru uvamai or simile of delusion.
7. Atukkiya torra uvamai
In this kind of

simile one object is compared

object is compared

to some

to another, that

other. It is a chain of comparisons.

Tolkappiyar divides this simile into niraniruttamaittal, niranirat and
cunnam.
When a series of upamana“is compared to one upameya, it is called
niran nirutaimaittal; when an equal number

of upameyas is compared

to equal number of upamdna in the same order it is called nirannirai.
When an equal number

of i#pameyas is compared to an equal number of

upamanas in differnt order it is called cunnam.

kotikuvalai kottai nucuppunkan méni
matipavala mutta mukam vay muruval
pitipinai manfai natai nokkuecayal
vativinale vanci makal.

uvamappoli
Tolkappiyar speaks of zvamappoli in the sutras 299-300. Suhramanya
sastri, translates the word wvamappoli as pseudo-simile. Peraciriyar takes
this to be a suggested simile ie u//urai uvamam or implicit simile and
llampuranar thinks, it is the explicit simile and thus explains it consisting
of five varieties. 1) There is no upamand for it. 2) porul itself is its
upamdna 3) If all the lines of different objects are put together it can be
compared to the object. 4) If all the beauties of other object are collected
‘together then it can be considered comparable (upamdna) 5) When the
upameya is compared to a disgraceful upamana.
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Tolkappiyar says that it is of five kinds viz., action, result,

shape,

colour and origin.
1. vinaiyuvamappdli (action)
INlustration cited for this wvamappoli is
karumpu natu pdattik kalitta tamarai
curumpupaci kalaiyum perumpunatura
putalvan inravem muyankalaiuve teyyanin marpucitaippatuve

(Ainkuru. 6th)
Lotus grown in the field meant for growing sugarcane serves to
satisfy the hunger of bees. When. the heroine addresses the hero as
belonging to the country in which such things occur, she implies that
she lives in a house which is both to the wedded wife and the prostitute
and observes the duties of house-wife. Here the implied sense is that the
action of removing the hunger of bees is done by her in addition to the
action of entertaining guests.
2.payavumappoli

(result)

karaicer vélan karumpir pukkun
turaikéliran kotumai nani
nallanenrum yame
yallanennumen ratamenrole

(Ain.kuru.12)
In this illustration, the heroine hints at the infidality of the hero
without mentioning explicity the reason for such behaviour on the part
of the hero. However, it is implied in the phrase vélan karumpu.......
uran which suggests that the heroine and the prostitute are treated in the
same footing. This action of the hero is described by her as kotumai or
cruelty.
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3.meyyuvamappoli (shape)
onrénalle nonru ven kunrattup

porukaliru mititia nerital vénkai
kuravar makalir kantar peymmar
ninrukoyal malaru nadtanotu

onreén toli yonrinane
(Kurun. 208).
Here in this song, the heroine compares ther present condition to the
tree vénkai blossoming, despite being stampeded by elephants. The
implied meaning is that just as the verkai tree blossoms she will also be
united with her lover in future.
4. uruvumappoli (colour)
vannavontalai nutanka valiyai
yonnutal arivai pannai payntenak.
kannaruh kuvalai narit.
tannen ricine perun teraippunale
(Ainkuru. 73)

In this song, the heroine feels elated when the hero said that the water
of the stream became cool after she had water sport with him.
5. pirappuvamappoli (origin)

poykaip pallai pulavu naru nirnay
vdlai nalirai pertiu mura

ennalantolaiv tdyinun
tunnalam perumpirart toynta marpé
(Atnkuru.63)
By addressing the hero, with the epithet saying that he belonged to
the place in which the other (nirnay) though born in a good spring or

pond, used to return to the same river where he ate the vdlai fish the
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previous day, the heroine indirectly says that the hero, though coming
of a noble family, he reflects only inferior quality. She implies that due
to his contact with the prostitutes, (of lower birth) he also acquired the

same inferior quality.

kirru or utterance

In

the

chapter

on

uvamam.

utterance (discourse) in which

Tolkappiyar

includes

kurru

or

similies are used, he specifies certain

conditions in such utterances. If the lady love speaks, she should
make use of only those objects (karupporul) which she is familiar
with and if kurru is that of to/i, she can make use of all the object

(karupporul)

found

in

the region is very limited

that region (301)

talaivi’s knowledge

of

as her movement is restricted whereas foli

moves around wider area. For instance, the song from Kurun. 28 onrén

allén talaivi knows the vérkai tree which has been stampeded by the
elephant, since she piucks flowers from that tree, as such it is known
object for her. Hence she makes use of this object in her karru in this

poem.
tan pdrpput tinnum mutalaiyotu
venpum poykait tavanurenpa, atanar
raficol unarntor méni

ponpor ceyyum urkkilavoné

(Ainkura 41)

This song is attributed to soli. Since she knows the cruel action of
eating its own offspring she makes use of this action of crocodile her
simile while referring to the action of talaivan.
If the kilavdn (hero) uses uvamappoli it should be within the province

of his knowledge (s.302). Since the hero is suppossed to have a wide
experience of different regions, the poet’s range of expressions which
come through the mouth of the lover is wide. Tolkappiyar does not specify
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particular object in others’ kurru. Therefore we may take that they are

free to use any object.
uvamappoli can be used to express both the sense of grief as well as

joy (303)
Illust:

kalani mG attu vilaintukru timpalam
palana valai katium uran.

(Kurun.8)

This song is expressive of joy.
‘That man from the village where carp in the pond snatch ripe mangoes
as they fall from trees beside fields’.
It suggests a person obtaining all happiness without any exertion on
his part.
taycappirakkum pullik kalvanotu
pillai tinnum mutalaittu

(Ainkuru.24)

This song indirectly hints at the cruel action of hero by referring to
the cruelty of a crccodile.
The ensuing three sutras (304-306) speak about the land or region
which the characters can make use of, in the simile. The region, a lady
love can make usc of, is restricted to two. Peraciriyar takes it as marutam

and neytal. There is no restriction on the usage of land if the speaker is
kilavon, toli and cevili should make of ullurai uvamam appropriate to

the place and time.

ullurai uvamam and iraicci
ullurai uvamam

(opposite to enai uvamam) and iraicci are used in

denoting suggestion. There are divergent views that both are same or
different. It is a vexed question and is yet to be solved.
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Tolkappiyar speaks about u//urai uvamam in the sections. Akat, Porul
and Uvamai, and iraicci in Karpu and Porul.

It is not the intention of the author to present various views expressed
by different scholars. The present discussion on these two types of
suggestion will be restricted to only how Tolkappiyar describes them.
Tolkappiyar introduces topic of u//:rai for the first time in the Akar. While
speaking about kurru or utterance at the stage of seperation of lovers.

He mentions the kind of u//urai uvamam to be made use of by the speakers
in such contexts.
a) allurai uvamam in Akat

1.

ullurai uvamam énai uvamam enat-tallatu dkum tinai unarvakaive.
(TP 46)

2.

ullurait teyvam olintatai nilam enakkollum

enpa kuri arintoré

(TP 4)
3.

ulluruttu itanotu ottupporul mutika ena ulluruttu iruvatai ullurat
uvamam (TP 48)

4.

énai uvmam tan unarvakaitté (TP. 49).

b) ullurai in the Porul.
1. utanurai uvamam cuttu nakai cirappenak ketalaru marapin ullurai
ainté. (TP. 242)

2.

antamil cirappin akkiya. inpam tanvayin varuntalum vakutta panbé
(TP. 243)

3.

mankala moliyum vaiiva moliyum maril Gnmaiyir colliva moliyun
kariyan marunkir kollum enpa (T.P. 244)

c) ullurai in Uvamai.
/.

uvamappoli aintu ena molipa (T.P. 299)

2.

taval

arufi

cirappin

attanmai

ndlin

vinaivinum

payattinum

uruppinum uruppinum uruvinum pirappinum varuum tirattival enpa
(T.P.300)
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kilavi collin avalari kilavi tolikkayin nilam peyarnturaiyatu
(T.P. 301)

4.

7.

kilavorku

@yin

(T.P. 302)

©

uranotu

kilakkum

é€norkellam

itam

varaivinré

initu uru kilaviyum tuniyuru kilavivum uvama maruinkin tonrum
enpa (T.P. 303)

8. kilavorku uvamam ir itattu ritté( TP. 304)
9.

kilavorku dyin ttam varaivu inré (TP. 305)

10. tdliyum ceviliyum poruntuvalinokkik kurutarku uriyar kol valivana
_(T.P. 306)
Tolkappiyar’s views on udlurai uvamam can he deduced from the
sutras cited alove. The following to be the basic functions of ullurai
uvamam.

1.

udlurai denotes an implied meaning in addition to the explicit sense.

2.

udlurai is restricted to only the akam poems.

3.

ulluraiis of5 kinds viz., (a) utanurai,(b) uvamam (c) cuttu,(d) nakai

and (€) cirappu
4.

The basis for uvamai or explicit simile is said to be four, i.e. vinai,
payan, mey and uru, whereas the basis for u//urai uvamam is said to

A

he five.

Both u/lurai uvamam and énai uwvamam are based on the karupporul
of akam theme. Exceptung teyvam or god all the rest can be made

use of in uliurai where as in uvamam.all objects listed as karupporul
can be used.
6.

ullurai enables the reader to identify the rinai of the poem.

7.

ullurai occurs in the form of kurru.
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5 types of ullurai listed in Porul
a) utanurai or implied meaning conveyed indirectly by means of a
specific reference to a distinictive feature of any tract of land.
lust.
vilaivy @tt@yamotu venmanal alutiu
marantanam turanta kalmulaiva kaiva

ney peytimpal peytinitu valarppu.
numminuf cirantat nuyval yatrum enru
annai kurinal punnatyotu cirappé

umma ndnutum nummotu nakaiye.
(Nar. 172)
In the poem from the phrase punnaikku nanutum we infer that it was

the punnai that she tendered and also that her mother may frequent the
place very often. So saying she advises hero to keep away and try to win
her hand in public wedding.
b) uvamam or simile
verikol inaccurumpu méyniator
kavik kuraipatun tén vettum
kurukum-nirai matucerntu

untatum tan mukatté - utaivaior
vantamaraip pirinta vant

(Tanti 53. urai)

Here, the lady love, referring to the action of a bee, indirectly tells
the hero’s separation resulting due to his visit to prastitute.
0) cuttu is that in virtue of which when once a certain meaning is

intended, another meaning allied to it is derived.
llusi.

foti nOkki men i6lum nokki atinokki
aluantaval ceytatu

(Kural. 1279)
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She looked at her bracelets, her tender shoulders and her feet; this is
what she did there.’

The friend informs the hero, of heroine’s intention in this
actions, she indirectly conveys

By these

her willingness to elope with him.

Otherwise, (i.e. if she remains separated from her lover) she will be
emaciated and her bracelet etc. will not remain tin

its place.

d) nakat, - asmile or Jaugh gives out a meaning different fom what
she actually expresses, it is known as nakai.
Illus.
acaiyiyar kuntant6ré eryan
pacaiyinal paiya nakum
(Kural 1078)
When a look, the pitying maid looks in return and smiles gently.
These words are the words of the hero. As she smiles gently when I
looked at her, I infer there is an idea underlying this smile i.e. her consent.
e) cirappu - If we are able to make out a secondary meaning when
one says that one ts better than other, then we term it cirappu.
Illust.
ampar puvin c@mpar anna

kamppiya cirakar manaiyurai Rurii
munril unankal manti manraitu

eruvin nuntatu kutaivana ati
illiraip pallit tam pillaiyotu vatiyum
punkan malaiyum pulampum
inrukol toliyavar cenra naté

(Kurun. 46)
In the land where he has gone.
my friend,
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are there no sad evenings,

when sparrows with wings that fold,
like petals of a fading lily
eat grain in the court yard

and play
as they scoop out bits of dust

from dung in public places,
and live with their young
in the eaves of the house
Is there no loneliness.
where he lives?
This is said by the heroine to her friend. She tells her friend that she
was affected by loneliness and evening. due to separation from her lover
also would equally suffer due to separation in the evening. Therefore he
would also return to her without further delay. Thus, she consoles herself
with this hope.
Meaning denoted here is that the

hero who led a happy life in the

house had gone to ek] out wealth. He would

definitly return home

and live happily with his son, just as the sparrows who return to their
nest in the evening. Though it appears to be u//urai uvamam idea of
the poet is to speak of the superiority of the evening. Hence it is said
cirappu ullurai.

What is iraicci ?
iraicct mostly refers to the objects such as deer; goat. cattle etc., 1c.
the animals and birds, the sentient beings found in a particular region.
i.e. karupporul

karupporul.

Therfore,

iraicci

may

be considered

We may note that the word iraicci is used

goat etc. cven today.

as denoting

to the meat of
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Let us first cite the nurpas from Tolkappiyam where in, the author
speaks about this and then deduce his views on iraicci

a) iraicci in Porul
1.

iraicci tané potut purattatuvé

2.

iraicciyir pirakkum porulum adrulavé

tirattiyan marunkil teriyumorkké
3.

(TP. 229)

(T.P.230)

anpuru takuvana traicciyut cuttalum
vanpuraty dkum varuntiya poluté

(TP 231)

b) iraicci in Karpu.
punarntutan pokiya kilavél manaiyirun
titaiccurat tiraicctyum vinatyun cutti
anpuru takka kilattal tané
kilavon ceyvinaik kaccamakum.
(TP 148)
c) iraicci in Collatikdram
iraiccipporul vayin ceyyulil kilakkum
iyarpeyarkkilavi uyartinaic cuttd
nilattuvali martinkin tonraladna
(TC 190).
This sutra says that the names of animals, birds and trees used as

karupporu! in the akam poems, do not denote uyartinal even when they
are used with wyartinal- denoting suffixes as they are called so on the
basis of land.
Now, iraicci as discribed by Tdkappiyar may be summed up, as:

!.

iraicci normally refers to karupporul ie. the sentient beings of the
listed objects of karupprul.
|
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2.

The life activities of these sentient beings are depicted in the poems

dealing with aintinai. As the activities of these animals and birds
are depicted as that of uripporul, they are actually outside the area
of uri.
3.

Description

of the

activities

of

animals

may

or

may

not

indicate suggested sense to the ordinary reader. However, the
suggested sense will be clearly understood by those who have sharp
intellect.

4.

Affectionate feeling will certainly he generated in the mind of the
hero, when he observes affectionate feelings of the animal kingdom,
on his way. Thereby, he will hasten his return.
Tilust

ilanku maruvitt ilankum aruvitté
vadnilankum aruvitté ta@nurra

culpendn poyttdn malai

(Kali 41)

Full of glittering streams, full of glittering streams, streams formed
by the showers, the hill

which is owned by the hero who has behaved

falsely by not fulfulling his vow.
Here the direct meaning is that the hero who has behaved falsely
by not fulfilling his vow. But, outside it we have the following

inference. ‘How is it’ that such a hill owened by him is full of perennial
stream.
kanru tan payamulai manta munril

tinai pitty unnum perunkal ndta
kettitat tuvanta utavi kattil

viruperru maranta mannan pola
nanri marantamaiyayayin mencirk
kali mayir kalayat tannavival

olimen kintal uriyavam ninakké

(Kuru, 225).
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These are the words of the maid addressed to the hero who was bent
upon parting from the heroine in quest of wealth, keeping the open
wedding in abeyance. This song is an illustration for Tolkappiyam sutra

230 cited above.
Dear hero, please accept the lady in open wedding in deference to our

wish, without forgetting the benevolent acts by us. Oh Lord of the place
full of lofty hills where she elephant freely grazes on the millet form
situated in the front of the house, while the young cubs suckle its milk
laden udder.

If you will only wed my lady in open wedding without assuming the
role of an ungrateful person by forgetting what little acts of kindness we
might have done to you, like the king who on getting the kingship, forgets
the timely help rendered to him by others, while he was in a state of
penury, the fertile or well grown tresses of this lady which look like the

spread up feathers of a buoyant peacock are yours for enjoyment.
The inner meaning is as follows : Just as the she elephant grazed
on the millet so that it can secure enough milk to feed its calf on it
it is your duty to earn enough wealth and at the same time weded her in
public.
Here the whole phrase containing implict simile (u//urai uvamam)
governs the word ndta (hero, of the place....) which shows that it is iraicci
not ullurai uvaman in this song.

Tlampiranam has the variant reading which reads iraiccitdne urippur
altatuvé

According to him, iraicci denotes karupporul : iraiccipporul enpatu
uripporulin puratte tonrum porul enravdru adhtavatu karupporuldy

nattirkum urkkum turaikkum ataiyaki varuvatu ic. it will occur as an
adjunct to or the qualifying word for the town, village or the particular
division or section. He illustrates it with a song from Kuruntokai
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nilattinum perité vaninum uyarntanru

nirinum aralavinre cadrar
karunkér kurifcippukkontu

peruntén ilaikkum natanotu natpé.

(Kurun 3)

Bigger than the earth, certainly higher than the sky
more unfathomable than the waters is this love for this man

of the mountain slopes where the bees make rich honey from
the flowers of the kurifici that has such black stalks.

Here the kurifici flower and the honey that have come as the qualifying
epithets of the hero’s country or natu are the iraiccipporul.
Naccinarkkiniyar is of the opinion that iraicci mostly reflects the
cruelty

on the part of the hero. The illustration given above can also

imply this idea with the word,

karunkor kurinci ppukkontu peruntén

ilaikkum ndtan. This song is attributed to talaivi. She expresses her sense
of sorrow over the cruel action of the hero for not expediting the open
wedding.
§.231 (anpuru takuvana .....) tells us that iraicci can appear in some

other forms also when tralaivi suffers from the seperation of her lover
toli compels (vanpuru) her to be patient, assuring her his immediate return

by referring to his favourite object (flora and fauna)

nacai peritutaiyar nalkalu nalkuvar
pitipaci kalaiya perunkai vela
mencinai yéam polikkum
anpina t6éliyavar enravaré

(Kurun.37)

Oh my dear friend! My hero is full of affection for you; he may

bestow his affection and grace on you. For, in the path he is now
frequenting, he will surely witness the male-elephant with the long trunk,
peeling of the branches, of the yan or acca in order to appease the hunger
of its mate.
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The lover who was already full of affection for her, is likely to witness
in the wood a scene in which the male elephant, in order to remove the
terrible hunger of its mate, breaking the Acca tree and feeding it with
the fibres of the Acca tree. The maid, in order to reassure the lady love,

tells her that her lover was not naturally indifferent to her. By witnessing
such affection in animals, his natural affection will enhance his hove for
her and hasten his return.

Apart from the subject matter of karupporu! which is explicity spoken
of, implicity stated matters pertaining to uripporul also finds a place here.
This kurippupporul is formed in such a way as to reflect the speaker’s
happiness or sorrow as the case may be.
Here, uvamai and porul are used in a manner that they are the same.
But the implied sense will be clear only to the speaker and the

addressee.

,

iraicci and ullurai
Though the question of iraicci and ullurdi being different or the same
is still

unresolved,

some

scholars

attempt

to

distinguish

them.

Naccinarkkinyar for instance, thinks that one of the five types of ul/rai,
iS iraicci.
Both ullurai, and iraicci are being made use of by the akam poets in
suggestion ullurai, and iraicci as suggestion

is one of the devices

introduced by the akam poets.

Meypattiyal
The Meypattiyal forms the sixth section of TP. As the topic dealt with
in this section, is meypp4tu, this section is called Meypattiyal.
Tamil lexicon records the word meyppatu with the meaning manifest
physical expression. The word mevpp4tu is a compound consisting of
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mey and patu
to manifest.
manifesting
Tolkappiyer

as its constituents. mey means body (ufal) and patu means
The whole compound means the feeling or sentiment
in the physique. The word meyppdtu is defined by
as follows. If the description of an object is so vivid that

one can enjoy it with hair bristling, eyes shedding tears etc. it is called
meypdtu (sastri).
uyttunarvinrit talaivaru poruldn

meyppata mutippatu meyppatakum
(TP 516, Ceyyu] 207).
The commentators use the term cuvai (taste corresponding to Sanskrit
rasa for meypdtu though Tolkappiyar

himself has not used this term

anywhere in this section.
Tolkappiyar’s opening nurpa of this section says that thirty two things
appear in literature may be reduced to sixteen (245). He does not explain
what these thirty two things are and how they can be reduced to sixteen.
He does not say what is the need to reduce the thirty two into sixteen
either. In the next sutra (246) he says that the sixteen can further be

reduced to eight. Here also there is no explanation for further reduction.
However, the commentators Ilam and Peraciriyar explain it as the eight
are the eight emotions beginning with nakai listed in the sutra 251. The
four referred to here are explained as cuvaipporul or the object looked
at, poriyunarvu or sense perception is the act of seeing, manakkurippu

is the feeling emerging out of poriyunarvu and viral is the modification
of the physique resulting from manakkurippu. Thus, the eight emotions
multiplied by these four, comes to thirty two. This can be explained as
under: when a man happens to meet a girl in a proper atmosphere for the

first time, they look at each other as a result of which they experience a
peculiar feeling in their mind. These new and sudden feelings cause some
changes in their bodies as well.
Now let us see how thirty two can he reduced to sixteen and eight.
As long as the hero and the heroine remain without seeing, there is no
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possibility of sense perception. Therefore the two viz. cuvaipporul and
poriyunarvu may be taken as one. Similarly when there is mental

perception, there is no scope for external physical manifestation. Thus,
manakkurippu and viral may be taken as one principle. This is how the
thirty two are reduced to sixteen.

Although, the four cuvaipporu and the rest are important individually
in relation to the eight meyppatus, finally all these principles are

subservient to the major eight physical manifistation. Thus the number
eight is arrived.
Eight meyppatu listed in the sutra 251 of TP are as follows :1. nakai or laughter;

[hdsya (Skt.)]

2. alukai or sorrow;

{karuna(Skt.)]

3. ilivaral or disgust;

(bibhatsa (Skt.)]

4. marutkai or surprise;

[adbhuta (Skt.)]

5.accam or terror;

[bhayanaka(Skt.)}

6. perumitam or bravery;

[vira (Skt.)]

7. vekuli or anger;

{raudra(Skt.)]

8. uvakai or love;

[frigara(Skt.)]

It may be noted that fdnta or tranquility does not find a place either

in Tolkappiyar’s list or in the Ndtyafdastra of Bharata.
It is very difficult to say whether Tolkappiyar’s list of meyppdtu

corresponds to the rasa or sentiment or sthayibhdava or permanent emotion
of Bharata. Tolkappiyar’s list differs from the order in which it is listed
in the Natyasdstra. His sutra does not indicate the reason why he places
the meyppdtus in this order. Peraciriyar the commentator however, has
his own reasons for this order and explains it accordingly in his
commentary on the said sutra.
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It is surprising to note that perumitam or bravery is placed in the sixth
position in his list of meyppatu and love (uvakai) the last place when we

look at the back drop of his rules on the literary theme in the preceding
iyals. Moreover, early Tamil poets are noted for their depiction of love
(akam) and heroism or bravery (perumitum).
Ist set of meyppatus

The casue for the rise of these eight meyppdtus are explained in the
sutra (251). Each one of these meyppdtus are said to have four causes or
reasons. Thus, nakai is caused by 1) el/al or mockery 2) ilamai or

childishness 3) pétamai or childishness and 4) matam or credulity.
Alukai has its source in 1) ilivu or contemptible treatment, 2) iJavu or
loss of property or life, 3) acaivu or change for the worse and

4) varumai or poverty.
Ilivaral is the result of 1) mippu or old age, 2) pini or disease,
3) varuttam or pain and 4) men mai or low status.

Marutkai results from 1) putumai or newness 2) perumai or greatness,
3) cirumai or littleness and 4) a@kkam or transformation.
Accam originate from 1) ananku or evil spirit, 2) vilanku or animal,
3) kalvar or thives and 4) tamirai or respectable persons.

perumitam is caused by 1) kalvi or scholarship, 2) tarukan or bravery,
3) icaimai or fame and 4) kotai or literacy.

vekuli has the source in 1) urupparai or extremely painful cutting of
the limbs, 2) kutikél or distinction of family, 3) alai or plunder and
4) kolai or murder.

The last one uvakai is generated by 1) celvam or wealth, 2) pulan or

sense objects i.e. enjoyment of pleasure, 3) punarvu or sexual union and
4) vilaiydttu or sports.

-After enumerating principal meyppdtus and their subdivisions,
Tolkappiyar enumerates a list of another set of thirty two meyppatus
(s.260). They are as follows :-
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IInd set of meyppatus
1. utaimai or the feeling of ownership, 2. inpural or the feeling
of satisfaction, 3. natuvanilai or the state of equipoise, 4. arulal or
the act of grace, 5.tanmai or remaining in one’s own nature, 6. atakkam
or modesty, 7. varaital or right conduct, 8. anpu or affection, 9. kaimmikal
or exceeding the limit, 10. nalital or tormenting others, 11. célcci
or pondering, conspiracy, 12. valitral or wishing well, 13. ndnutal
or feeling shy,

14. tufical or sleep,

15. ararrutal

or blabbering,

16. kanavu or dream, 17. munital or feeling disgusted, 18. ninaittal

or remembering the past, 19. verzutal or slight anger, 20. matimai
or sluggishness, 21. karutal or thinking, 22. draycci or deliberation,
23. viraivu or haste, 24. uyirppu or sighing, 25. kaiydru or sense
of disappointment,

26.

inconstancy, 28. pordmai
30.

aiyam

or

indecisive

itukkan

or

suffering,

27.

poccdppu

or

or jealousy, 29. viyarttal or-perspiring,
nature

and

31.

mikai

or

audacity,

32. natukkam or tremor.
After enumerating these two sets of meyppatus, Tolkappiyar speaks
about meyppatus specific to kalavu, common to both kalavu and karpu
and so on.
He gives a list of 24 meyppdtus specific to only kalavu. These are
listed appearing in six stages, four meyppatus each.
meyppatus specific to kalavu.
Ist stage:
1. putumukam pukutal or the meeting the look of the lover.
2. porinutal viyarttal or perspiring in the forehead.
3.

nakunayamaraittal or controlling the laugh.

4 . citaivu pirarkkinmai or not exposing her weakness.
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IT stage:
5.

kulai virittal or loosening the hair.

6.

kdatonru kalaital or ‘setting right the ear ornament.

7. dlani taivaral or moving the ornaments here and there.
8 . utaipeyarttututtal or loosening and tightening the dress.
III stage:

9.

alkul taivaral or touching her secret part.

10.

anintavai tiruttal or bringing the ornaments to their original position.

11.

ilvaliyuruital or pretending to be strong.

12.

irukaiyum etuttal or raising both the hands.

IV stage:
13.

pdrdattetuttal or speaking in appreciative terms.

14.

matantapavuraittal or speaking beyond area of credulity.

15.

iramil karram érra var nanal or feeling shy for the public scandal

16.

katuppavai ketal or receiving whatever is given by the hero.

V" stage:
17.

terintu utampatutal or giving her consent after deliberations.

18.

tilainppu vinai maruttal or refusing to enjoy the company of hero
as before.

19.

karantitattolital or choosing solitude

20.

kantavaliyuvattal or felling happy on seeing her lover.

VI* stage:
21.

puraficeya

citaittal

beautification.

or

not

enjoying

the

ornamentation

or
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22. pulampittonral or appearing dejected.
23.

kalarkimolital or speaking with a disturbed mind

24.

kaiyara vuraittal or sheaking in utter disappointment.
All these 24 meyppatus appearing in 6 stages are said to take place

only with reference to lady-love.
After enumerating these twenty four meyppdtus relating to kalavu
stage, Tolkappiyar gives another list of twenty meyppdatus apperaing
commonly in both kalavu and karpu stage. They are as follows :1.

inpattai veruttal or averse ness to pleasure.

2.

tunpattup pulampal or lamenting in sorrow

3.

etirpeytu purital or expressing one’s grief visualizing the object of
love.

paciyatanirral or fasting’
pacalai pdaytal or spreading of beauty spots on the skin

oa

untiyir kuraital or consumming small quantity of food.
utampu nali curunkal or emaciation of the body

uP

ND
NK

étaméytal or consideration of the impediment

kantuyin mayankal or sleeplessness

10.

kalavotu mayankal or perplexity in dream

11.

poyydkkotal or doubting the verocity of the words of the object of
love

12.

meyyeyenral or coming to the conclusion that the words are true

13.

aiyeficeytal or doubting his meeting

14.

avan ramar uvattal or feeling happy at the sight of his relatives.

15.

aran alitturaittal or finding fault with the the god of Dharma.

16.

dnku nefcalital or piteous expression of one’s feelings.
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17.

oppumai kotal or finding the point of comparison
between any object and the hero (talaivan).

18.

oppuvaliyuvattal or feeling happy there is a point of comparison.

19.

urupeyar kéttal or feeling happy hearing the hero’s (ta/aivan) great
fame.

20,

kalakkam or confusion.

emmeyyayinum

Then follows a list of eight meyppaélus which is said to have scope
for karpu stage. (s.271)
1

muttuvayir kalartal or cursing when there is obstacle in meeting hero.

2

munivu meynniruttal or controlling anger.

3

accattin akaral or evading on account of fear.

4

avan punarvu maruital or avoiding meeting him.

5:

tutu munivinmai or not getting angry with the messengers .

6

tuncicértal or pretending to be asleep.

7

katal kaimmikal or being overpowered with passion.

8

katturaiy in mai or keeping silent.

The following eleven meyppatus are said to happen after the union
ie. they belong to karpu stage.
1.

teyvam afncal or fearing god.

2.

puraiyaran telital or discrning the correct dharma.

3s

illatu kayral or feeling angry towards the lover imagining some fault
in him,
ullatuvarttal or not having disposed to accept the favour shown by

the lover sincerely.

- punartuliyunmai or telling the truth at the time of union.
- polutu maruppakkam or rejecting the unsuitable time.
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7.

arunmikavutaimai or being in ecstacy on account of ease of mind.

8.

anputokanirral or openly showing the height of her love.

9,

pirivadrrdmai or not being able to hear the pangs of seperation.

10.

maraintavaiy uraittal or narrating incidents happened at kalavu

stage.
11. purafi con mandakkilavi or saving her husband from public scandal.
In TP 93 (Kalavu 2), the author states that the talaivan and talaivi
should be of equal status. In the sutra 273 (Meyppatu 25) he specifies
these qualities. He enumerates them as
1. pirappu or of equal birth, 2. kutimai or behaviour, 3. dnmai or

manliness, 4. dntu or age, 5. uruvu nirutta kama vayil or suitability in
physique, 5. nirai or non-betrayal of one’s secrets, 6. aru! or
compassionate nature, 7. unarvu or possessing intelligence, 8. tiru or
wealth.
In the next sutra (274), Tolkappiyar lists the qualities which are not
suitable for the love affair between hero and the heroine. They are
|. nimpiri or jealousy, 2. kotumai or cruelty, 3. viyappu or wondering
(at the qualities of divine nature in talaivi) 4. puramoli or back biting,
slander 5. vancol or harsh word, 6. poccadppu or wichedness, instability,
7. matimai or laziness, 8. kutimai or considering himself superior in
comparison to his lady love, 9. inpural or pleasure, gratification,
10. Elaimai or ignorance, 11. marappu or refusal, denial, opposition,
12. oppumai or lowering his lady love comparing her with somebody
else.

Tolkappiyar

concludes

this

section

with

the

sutra

kanninuA

ceviyiyinum....kuraitte (8.275) ie. the meyppatus of fine quality cannot
be understood by those other than they who have correct perspective of

things through correct observation and hearing.
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lil. Sanskrit Alamkara Texts
Sanskrit claims the distinction of having a long and glorious literary
heritage. Even

the Rgveda,

the earliest of all the extant

literary

compositions of the world had a good amount of poetic element and even
now has a good degree of poetic appeal. (Kane: 1951). This long literary
heritage resulted in a standard literary taste and consequently there was
a very large number works on poetics. These works had, the already
existing kdvyas and presented a theoretical discussion on the
fundamentals of kavya. The word kdvya has a much broader cannotation
than the English word ‘poetry’. The word kdvya in Sanskrit includes all
the literary compositions wheather written in verses or prose fictions or
in a mixed form of verses and prose (K.D.I. 11). In English, the term

literature is often used to mean technical literature also and the term poetry
is used in a much restricted sense, to denote only the literary composition
in verse.

Development of poetics in Sanskrit

The Sanskrit name for criticism is sahitya or alamkdara sastra.
The word sdhitya (from sahita meaning together) togetherness
emphasises the indissoluble unity of form and content. Kalidas
a,
refers to this unity and compares it to the inseperable nature of the
divine couple Parvati and Paramesvara in the opening verse of his
well
known Mahakavya, Raghuvamsd. The term alamkara or embell
ishment
indicates the subject of enquiry. This term is popularly used
for the
science,
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Beginnings
It is claimed that the poetics had its origin in the grammatical
works.

.

upama

Comparative particles relating the Vedic upamd are listed in the
Nighantu III 13. They are of twelve varieties which are illustrated in the
Nirukta I 4; 1171 13-18; and IX 6 Yaska discusses six of these particles
viz. iva, yathd, na, cit, nu and d in connection with the treatment of

comparative particles. (upam4rthe nipdtas) in 1 4. and they are partly
included in what he calls karmopama in W115. Then yéska mentions
bhitopama in which the upamita becomes the upamdna in character and
rupopama where upamiia resembles the upamdna in form. The fourth
variety occurs where the particle yathd is used. Then comes siddhopama
in which the standard of comparison is well established and known to
surpass every other object in a particular quality or act and is characterised
by the suffix-vat. The last variety is Juptopamd or suppressed simile also
called arthopamd equivalint to the rupakas of the later theorists eg. the
words simha and vydéghra in a laudatory and s§van and ka@ka in a derogatory
sense. The term upamana itself is used by Yaska but only to denote these
particles of comparison. The significance of comparison in general is also
referred to in I. 19; Hf. 6; HY. 55; IV. ii; V. 22 and VIE. 13. Incidentally
Yaska quotes the grammarian Gargya’s definition of upamd. As explained
by Durgacarya, it lays down that upamd occurs when an object which is
dissimilar is reckoned through similarity with an object having similar
attributes. It also states as a general rule that the standard of comparison
should

be superior in merit

and better known

than

the object

of comparison, but the reverse case is also admitted and illustrated
(IIT. 14-15) by two examples from the Rgveda (X 4, 6; 40, 2). The
definition undoubtely establishes a very early but more ..z less definite
conception of the poetic upama.
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By the time of Panini the concept of upamd scems to have been tacitly
recognized and we find him using in this connection the technical terms
upamana, upamita and sdmanya as well as general expressions like
upama used in the sense of the rhetoricians upamdna. It is worth noting
that in nearly 50 sutras distributed all over his work, Panini, discusses

upamana from the grammarians point of view.

In the Mahabhdsya on P2.1.55, Pataiijali has defined and illustrated
Panini’s use of the term upamdana. mana or measure is that which is
employed in ascertaining a thing unknown upamdna is approximate to
mdna determines the thing not absolutely but approximately. The word
gavaya ‘is like a cow’ is cited as illustration. Strictly speaking a
rhetorician will not accept the example addueed by Patafijali as an
instance of poetic upamd in as much as the characteristic charm essential
in a poetic figure is wanting in such a plain expression. But this
grammatical analysis of the general idea of comparison is an early and
near approach to the technical concept of poetics.

It should be admitted that those speculations of grammarians are not
definite enough to indicate the existance of a system.
Anandavardhana, speaks cf his own theory based on the authority of
the grammarians to whom he pays rich tribute as the first and foremost
thinkers (prathame hi vidvamsca vaivakaranah vydkarana milatvat
sarvavidyadnam)
;
Anandavardhana’s dhvani theory is based on the sphota theory of the
grammarians which he himself admits.
Bhamaha, one of the earliest known

formulators of. poetic theory

proclaims openly in V. 63, the truimph of Panini’s views.

It is clear from internal evidence as well as from the testimony of some
of the authorities on poetics, that the theorotical backgound of the
discipline was to some extent founded on the philosophical speculations
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of language so that grammer, one of the oldest and soundest science of
India was its god father and helped towards reaching acceptance (De.
1923). Though some of the poetic theories can be said to have been based
on early grammatical speculations, poetics as a technical science is said
to have a comparatively late’ origin, probably in the first few centuries
of Christian era. Alamkara Sastra emerged as a seperate technical
discipline from about the commencement of Christian era.
Bharata

Bharata is said to be the author of Natyasastra,a work on Dramaturgy.
He was the first exponent of rasa theory. He has been assigned a date
varying from the 2nd century B.C. to the 2nd century A.D.: Bharata’s
Natya §astra will be taken up for discussion in connection with the rasa

theory later.
The older school of poetics is represented by three rhetoricians, viz.
Bhamaha, Dandin, and Vamana. (see alamkara theory for further details)

Bhamaha
Bhamaha wrote Kdvyalamkara or Bhdmahdlamkara. He can be placed

approximately in the period between the last quarter of the 7th and the

middle of the 8thd century A.D.

.

Dandin
Dandin is believed to have lived in the South. He probably lived in
the 7th A.D. Dandin himself a poet, wrote his ka@vyddarsa or mirror of

poetry.

Udbhata
Udbhata, who wrote a commentary named Bhamahavivarana, has also

authored the work called kdvydlamkara sangraha. He must have lived
certainly before the exposition of dhvani theory of Anandavardhana who
lived in the middle of 9th century A.D.
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Vamana
Vamana wrote kdvyGlamkara vrtti and probably lived between the

middle.of the 8th century and the middle of the 9th century at about 800
A.D. He was the proponent of riti.
Rudraka
Rudraka the author of kdvydlamkdra is supposed to have lived in
about the middle of the 9th century. A.D.
Visnudharmottara purana
Visnudharmottara purdna contain some sections on Alamkdra and
dramaturgy.
Agnipurana

The Agnipurana which deals with poetics in capters 336-346 includes
chapters 337-341, devoted to the drama exclusively approaching
Bharatiya Natyasastra scheme literally where as Bharata speaks of only
10 types

of drama,

27

varieties

of drama

are enumerated

in the

Agnipurdna.
Alamkara or poetic embellishments are divided into embellishments
of the sound or fabda@lamkdara and embellishment of the meaning or

arthdlamkdra a division yet unknown to Bharata.
Anandavardhana
Anandavardhana is the author of the celebrated work Dhvanydloka
also called kKavyalamk@ra or sahrdaydloka. He has been assigned to about

800 A.D.
Kuntaka
The concept of deviation in the Indian poetics is popularised by
Kuntaka in his masterly treatise entitled vakroktijivitam. Though the
concept existed even before, the distinction of formulating it into a system
of literary criticism goes to Kuntaka. Kuntaka elevated vakrokti to greater
heights calling it ‘the life of poetry’.
|

்
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RajaSekhara
Rajasekhara, who is said to have lived during 880-920 A.D.

wrote

kavyamimamsa
Abhinavagupta
Abhinavagupta wrote Dhvanydlokalocand a great commentary on the
Dhvanyaloka. He is placed towards the close of the 10th century and
‘beginning of the 11th ceatury A.D.

Mahimabhatta
Mahimabhatta, the author of Vyaktiviveka lived in the beginning of
11th century A.D. Anandavardhana and Kuntaka were severely criticised
- inthis work.

.

Rudrata
Rudrata, wrote kauyalarnkara and he stressed importance on alamkara
and totally ignored dhvani theory of Anandavardhana.

Dhanaiijaya
Dhanaiijaya is the author of the most famous work DaSsariipa or
DaSarupaka which has replaced Bharata’s Ndatyasdstra. He is assigned a

date between 974-979 A.D.
Mammata
Mammata wrote kdvyamimamsd one of the most famous works on
poetics. He lived in the 11th century A.D.

Ksemendra
Ksemendra who lived in the 11th century ‘A.D. wrote Aucitya
vicaracarcé or AucityGlamkara. Proprieties in Poetry, and a practical hand
book for poets called kavikanthabharana or the ornament for the neck
of the poets.
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Bhoja
Bhoja wrote his voluminous work larger than any other work on
Sanskrit poetics. It deals both poetics and dramaturgy. He lived in the
11th century A.D.

ViSvanatha
ViSvanatha who lived in the 12th century wrote his Sahityadarpana.
which deals with the poetics and dramaturgy.

Jagannathapandita
The last important writer on poetics is Jagannatha pandita. He wrote
Rasagangadhara, He lived in the 17th century. He refutes the dhvani
theory (implied meaning) and defines the notion of beauty.
The tradition of poetics continued upto the end of the 18th century.
Historic period of the growth of the alamkdrasastra covers broadly a
thousand years from 800 to 1800 A.D. This leaves aside Bharata. The
activity in its early stages centres in Kashmir to which place belong most
famous and original writers on poetics. The place of origin of two earliest
writers viz., Bharata and Bhamaha are not known definitely. The only
important exception is found in Dandin who was supposed to have hailed
from the South. Later times, we find the activity extending itself to Central
India, Gujarat, the Deccan and Bengal.

One can classify the systems of poetics broadly into 1. pre-dhvani
2. Dhvani and 3. post-dhvani system taking dhvani as the central land
mark.
I.

Fromunknown beginning to Bhamaha (Formative stage)

Il.

From Bhamahato Anandavardhana, middle of the 7th century to the
middle of the 9th century. A.D. (Creative age).

1. Bhamaha, Udbhata and Rudrata (Alamkara school)
2.Dandin and Vamana (Riti)
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3. Lollata, Sankuka, Bhattanayaka and others (Rasa theory).
4. The visnudharmottara and Agnipurana.

§. Dhvanikara and Anandavardhana.
Ili. Anandavardhana to Mammata.
Circa middle of the 9th to the middle of the 11th century (Definitive
stage)
1. Abhinavagupta
2.Kuntaka
3. Rudrabhatta
4. Dhanafijaya and Dhanika

5. Bhoja

.

6. Mahimabhatta
' TV. From Mammata to JagannathaCirca middle of the 11th century to 18th century (Scholastic stage)
(S.K. De)

Sanskrit critical schools as periodised by Chari
Literary Critics

|

Bharata

Natyasastra

ca. Sth century B.C. to 3rd
Century A.D.

Commentators on Bharata
Lollata

9th century AD

Sankuka

9th century AD

Bhattanayaka

Hrdayadarpana

Abhinavagupta

Abhinavabharati

9th century AD

10th, 11th century

The Alamkara School (Rhetoric)

Bhamaha

|

Kavyalarnkara

7th to 8th cent. AD

Dandin

Kavyadarsa

8th cent. AD

Rudrata

Kavyalamkara

Oth cent. AD.
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The Riti School (style)
Vamana

Kavyalamkara vriti

8th - 9th cent. AD

The Dhvani School (sugge: tion)

Anandavardhana
Abhinavagupta
Mammata

9th cent. Ad
10th-11th cent. AD
11th cent. AD

Miscellaneous writers on Poetics.
Rajasckhara

10th cent.

Dhanafijaya

10th cent.

Kuntaka

10th-11th cent.

Ksemendra

11th cent.

Bhoja

11th cent.

Mahimabhatta

11th cent.

Hemacandra

11th cent.

Ruyyaka

11th cent.

VisSvanatha

Appayyadiksita
Jagannatha

12th cent. AD.

16th -17th cent. AD.
17th cent. AD.

Prorody
The beginings of prorody (chandas) go back to the Vedic times. The
Brahamanas record the study of metres. A number of chapters is devoted
to prosody in Sankha@yana frauta sutra. The Rgveda pratisakhya and
metrical portions of Katyayana’s Anukramanis to the Reveda and the
Yajurveda, scientifically treat the prosady (chandas). The chandas is
included among the Vedarigas. The most important work of the Veddriga
is the Chandassitra of Pingala. (Near about 150 B.C) Bharata’s
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Natyasutra (chap.XV) deals - prosody and gives numerous examples for
individual metre.
Agripurana (chapters 328-334) also deals with the ptosody.

Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira (6th cent A.D.) deals with prosody in
.
a chapter (104) devoted to astrology.
Origin and development of Kavya in Sanskrit
A kavya is a form of art and the beginning of kdvya is in the lyric

poetry written by a Kavi. The earlist form of poetry can be traced back
to the saktas or hymns of the Rgveda. The best source of this art form
available for the post-Vedic period is the Buddhist canon, Tripitaka of
which the fullest and most authentic recension fiow extant is the Pali
canon (586-486 B.C.)

The earlist kduya literature in Sanskrit is Valmiki Ramayana. (c.400150 B.C.) Valmiki is considered Adikavi ‘first poet’ and his poetic
composition viz., Valmiki Ramdyana, ddikavya ‘first poetry’.
No poetry, in Sanskrit worth the name is available for the period
between 2nd C.B.C. to 2nd C.A.D. It is surmised that during this period,
Prakrit poetry was patronised by the ruling class, Sattasai, Brhat katha
and Therigatha belong to this period. Sattasai is the earliest Maharastra
prakrit lyric a collection of verses (numbering 700) by a Satavahana king
called Hala who ruled the western Deccan. Brhat kaltd of Gunadhya 15
written in Paifdci and Therigdathd in Pali.
The earliest Sanskrit inscription in Kavya style is that of Rudradaman

inthe2ndC. AD.

Classification of Kavya in Sanskrit
Sanskrit rhetoricians classify all literary compositions into two main
division. viz., 1. dr§ya class ie. poetry for the eye and 2. fravya class ie.
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poetry for the ear. The fravya class has been subdivided in consideration
of its form according to whether it is written in verse form (padya) or in
prose form (gadya) or both in verse and prose (campu). It should be
remembered

kdévya, according

metrical composition

to Sanskrit

only. The word

writers, does not mean

kdvya signifies any literary

composition whether written in prose or verse form and can be written
equally well in Sanskrit or in any one of the languages viz., Prakrit or in
ApabhrarhSa.
Dandin discribes a good literary composition in his Kavyddarsa
(sargabandho...). This verse can be-rendered into English as under :

It should begin with a benediction, or a homage, or an indication of
the subject matter. The plot should be built either upon a legend, a
romance or an historical fact suggesting as to how the four ends of life
are to be attained, depicting the adventures of a hero overflowing with
wisdom and nobility. Descriptions of the town, the sea, the mountain,
the seasons, rising of the moon and the sun, sports in pleasure gardens
or in tanks, drink banquets, love scenes, feasts, marriages, birth of a son,
conferences, emissaries, war expeditions, battles and sieges by heroes
etc. go to making of what is an epic. The plot should be so divided as to
be permeated by one basic sentiment (rasa) with its corresponding
emotion (bhava). It shall consist of a number of cantos. (sargas) not too

long, composed in properly rhythmical and suitable verses’.
Dramatic poetry
Beginnings

Drama in India is supposed to have its main roots in proto ballad
poetry. The oldest ballad or dance music of this type, was however such

in which stories of gods and demigods

were narrated in sacrifices and

feasts. As in the case of other countries, so also in India the drama has
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its deepest root in the religious cult. Several ceremonies described in the
Vedic ritual texts can straightaway be designated as a type of drama.
Dramatic performances, in the post-Vedic period got associated with
India’s festivals celebrated at the end of the rains and more particularly

with the cult of Visvnu (Krsna, Rama) and Siva. The mimic dances of
the primitive people contain, the germs of evolution of dramatic act.
The terminology of the drama further proves that such dances were
at the root of dramatic performances. The common word for drama in
’ Sanskrit is the neuter ndtakam and the same word as masculine has exactly
the same meaning as nata ‘actor’ while ndtya means mimic or dramaturgy
and ndtayati conveys the sense of mimic representation. All these words
are derived from the Prakrit root nat ‘to dance’ which corresponds to the
Sanskrit root nrt, nart, to dance. Incidentally, Bharata in his definition

of drama uses an interesting term anukarana meaning ‘imitation’ ie.
mimic (see Bharata).

.

The plots of drama based on the legends of deities, the invoctory
verses, its association

with

the

religious

festival

etc.

etc. prove

undoubtedly the religious origion of the drama.

The ten types of drama

Bharata lists 10 types of drama in his Natya Sdstra. They are : Nataka,
Prakarana, Anka, Vydyoga, Bhana, Samavakara, Vithi, Prahasana, Dima

and Jhamrga.
1. Nataka : This is the most important form of drama.
The plot of a drama should be a well known subject, the hero should
equally be well known and exacted. It should describe the life and work
of one in the family of royal sages, should use episodes connected with
the divinities, should comprise of the hero’s several achievements. All
the sentiments, especially, those of love and heroism sheuld find an
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expression in a drama. The language should necessarily be dignified and
elevated. A ndtaka should have minimum 5 acts or maximum 10 acts.

2. The Prakarana : The plot is a creation of the author. The hero is a
-Brahmana, a minister, a merchant, etc. but never a king, ora god. It should

have 5 to 10 acts. Otherwise its requirements should be the same as those
of a drama eg. Mrcchakatikam.

3. Bhana : It is a monologue in one act. A vita (sly world ling) appears
and narrates his jokes in conversation with imaginary persons whose talk
he repeats. All possible situations come to. be represented and different
sentiments are aroused through the conversation, and through a great
display of mimics. The fable is fashioned

by the writer in a manner, of

his liking and in most of the Bhdna, that we possess, it is erotic.

4. The prahasana : It is a farce in one or two acts. The theme that is
mostly erotic is fabricated. The hero is an asectic or a Brahmana, a king |

or a rogue and the rest of the characters are the courtiers, eunuchs,
servants, beggars, vita (bonvivants) villains, prostitutes,
and procureses.
It is meant to stimutale humour. e.g. Bhagavadajjukiyam. Mattavilasa,

prahasana.
5. The Dima : It is in four acts with the theme as some fable taken
either from mythology or from popular sayings. Its hero is either a god,
‘demigod or demon. Any sentiment excepting love and humour may be
generated according to option.

6. The Vyayoga : It is a military show play in one act. The theme is
generally well known. The hero is a well known person and has only a

few woman character. e.g. Madhyama vydyoga of Bhasa.

7. The Samavakara ; It is a drama played in heaven. The characters
are gods and demons and the hero is a well known personality. The NS
nentions ofa samavakaéra written by Brahma, the theme being
Amrtamathana
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8. The Vithi : A single act play with only two characters. It is a little
different from the Bhdna.

9. The Utsrstanka ; It is an one act play with the pathos (karuna) as
the dominant sentiment. The characters are generally human being. It
should have lamentation of bereaved women

after the cessation of

postilitres. The theme is some well known story that is elaborated with

interpolation eg. Urubhanga of Bhasa.
10. The ihamrga

: It has for its male characters divine beings

who come to fight over divine women. Its plot is of love dealing
with

discord

among

women,

their

abduction

and_

inflicting

punishment. The ihdmrga is to be composed as a well designed literary
composition.
These ten are also called ripakas. In addition to these 10, upardpakas,
numbering 18 are listed in the later treatises on poetics. (Visvanatha) of
which two deserve to be mentioned.

The Natika
The plot is invented and the story refers to a royal harem, music
and a girl. The hero is a king. It has many female characters and is
in four acts. It has an abundance of dance, song and dialogue and
(the pleasure of) the union of love is its soul. It is concerned with
the

mode

and

behaviour

of the

king

and

has

such

displays

of

conciliation, anger, and pretence. The king, his queen, female messenger
and the palace attendants are the dramatis personae (eg. Ratnavali,

Priyadarsika)
The Trotaka
It is in five to nine acts and the action is played partly in the human

world and partly in the divine world. (eg. Vikramorvasiya).
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Characters

Bharata has devoted the whole of chapter No. 34 to the explanation
of the types of various character and their qualities. He says that characters

male and female are in general of three types : superior (uttama), middling
(madhyama) and inferior (adhama). Then he goes.on to explain the

qualities of each type in detail which are as under :
Male Characters
1. Superior : He is self-controlled, wise, honest, skilled in arts and
crafts, well versed in S4stras, expert in enjoyment and at the same time,
glave, patient, and munificent.

2. Middling : He is well mannered, proficient in arts and crafts, well
versed in sastras, wise, sweet and courteous.
3. Inferior

: He is harsh, ill-mannered, low-spirited, criminally

disposed, mean, haughty, ungrateful, indolent, expert in insulting
honoured

persons,

covetuous

of

women,

fond

treacherous.

of

quarrel

and

|

Female characters

1. Superior : She has a tender nature, is not fickle, speaks smilingly,
is free from cruely, respects her superiors, bashful, good-mannered, grave
and patient and has natural beauty and nobobility.

2. Middling : She does not possess the qualities enumerated above
to a great extent and has some faults mixed with them.
3. Inferior : She is more or less like the inferior male character.

Bharata then briefly mentions characters of a mixed nature among
whom may be included the maid servants, the sakara, the vita and the
hermophrodite who is still inferior.
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Four types of heroes

1.

dhirod4tta or the self controlled and exalted

2

dhifaprasan ta or the selfcontrolled and calm.

3.

dhiFalalita or the self controlled and light hearted.

4.

dhrroddhata or the self-controlled and haughty.
Rama in Bhavabhiti’s Uttarardmacaritam, Carudatta in Sidraka’s

Mrcchakatikam and Dusyanta in Kalidasa’s Sakuntalam are examples
respectively of the first three types of heroes. The fourth type is Ravana
in the Ramayana.
The heroines (ndyikas, who may be goddesses, queens, women of high
family or courtezans) too, on the basis of their varied characteristics have

been classified as under :

1.

dhird or self-controtled

2.

lalitd or light-hearted

3.

uddttd or exalted

4.

nibhrtd or modest.
Bharata also gives four classes of jesters or vidasakas, who are

sannydsins, brahmins, other twice-born castes and disciples in cases
respectively of gods, kings, ministers and Brahmins. They should be the
confidants and companions of the hero during his seperation from the
beloved and experts in conversation.

Bharata also states who should be the hero when there are many male
characters, the hero is the one who

being in misfortune or distress,

‘ultimately attains salvation. If there are more than one of suchi description,
one whose misfortune and elevation are prominent, shall be the hero.
The tradition, further classifies the hero according to his attitude to
his female relations. Thus, the hero or lover is classified into pati husband
and upapati or vaisika ‘paramourt’. Since ancient India knows the system
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of polygamy hero devoted to several wives was not considered less
respectful.
According to the respective natures the hero could be courteous
(daksina) deceitful (Satha), shameless (dhrsta) and a faithful lover
(anukila) since these four types could be found in the four basic classes,
this raises the figure to sixteen. According to their station in life these
sixteen could be chosen from the high, middle or low sections of society
which raises the number to forty eight.

|

Later tradition fully recognizes the polygamous nature of the male
and makes concession for the hero’s association with his own wife
(svakiya) another person’s wife (parakiya) and even with a courtesan
(sddharani). Bharata adds one more category viz. the divine heroine

(divyd) as in the case of Purtravas and Urvasi.
Further division is possible on the basis of her being the first love or
a later love. Another division is suggested on the basis of relationship
with the hero which has eight different situations.

Rasa School
Bharata and his NatyaSastra

References to dramatic performances are not only found in the early
Brahmanical and Buddhist literature but also in the grammatical treatises
of Panini and

Pataiijali. Existence of earlier works on dramaturgy has

been referred to by Bharata himself in his Natydsastra. Still, it is the
Natyasastra alone is sq far the earliest known and authoritative work on

this form of art. Thus, while the beginning of dramaturgy may be traced
back to remote antiquity, the credit of systematising Sanskrit drama justly
goes to Bharata the father of Sanskrit dramaturgy.

Natya or drama is supposed to have been created by Brahma himself
as the fifth Veda and asked Bharata to put it to actual production and
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performance. (NS.I 12, 15, 16). This statement of Bharata is clear evidence
to

put

the

stamp

of

divine

origin

to

dramatic

art, as

well.

It is said that the recitative (pathya) part is taken from the Rgveda,
song or melody from the Samaveda, abhinaya or acting from the
Yajurveda and sentiments are from the Atharvaveda. The elements
supposed to have been taken from the four Vedas to make it as the fifth
Veda suggests that ndtya consists of four principal components, viz.
recitation (pathya), songs(gita), sentiments

(rasa) and hystrionic

representation (abhinaya).
The word natya as defined in the NS shows that it is an imitation
(anukarana
from

from anutkr to imitate). The word natya a derivative

the root nat a Prakrit form

of Sanskrit root nrt to ‘dance’

indicates that the word for drama is derived from the root meaning
dance, in other words the dance and drama own their origin to the same

root mrt in Sanskrit. The

theatre

Combodia.

is still called dancing

house in

.

We find an interesting parallel in Tamil also. The word Adttu in Tamil
denotes both dance and drama. Tamil lexicon records several words
derived from kittu such as kutrati ‘dancer, player, actor’ kuttdtutal to act,
or dance on the stage. ‘kuti’ female actor, dancer, dancing girl, courtesan,

kuttukkalari ‘play house‘ , kattuppdltu songs sung, dancing and dramatic
performance and so on.
Tamil and Sanskrit words mentioned above, indicate that a single word
is used to denote both dance and drama. In other words; the dramatic art

had both dancing and acting as its components.
The NdtyaSastra makes use of three different words natya, nrtya
and nrita, all derived from

the root nrt (Sanskrit) or nat Prakrit.

The dramatic art (ndtya) consists of all three. Natya form is represented
by several persons, nrtya and nrtta needed a single person only.
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Author
Who is Bharata?

Though Bharata is considered as the father of Indian Dramaturgy, his
identity as the author of the Na@tyaSastra is shrouded in mystery. We are
not in a position to say who Bharata was. The word Bharata actually

means an actor and the word Bharata figures in the NdtyaSastra as its
author and as stage manager. The account in the NS places Bharata

in the direct line of Brahma as one who received the fifth Veda from
the creater God (NS GOS

I). Raghavan thinks Bharata belongs to a

Vedic tribe. Ghosh is of opinion that Bharata was probably of nonIndian origin. Sekhar, is inclined to the same view and thinks that
Bharata could only be a scion ofa non-Aryan family of artists of Southern
origin.

The date of NatyaSastra
Divergent views have been expressed regarding the date of the
NatyaSastra similar to the identify of its author. It has been veriously
assigned to periods ranging from the 5th century B.C. to the 4th century
A.D. MM.

Kane thinks that the original work consisting of rasasitra,

portions on music and acting may have been composed by 200 B.C. and
the rest of the material with the present form of the Ndtyasastra was ready

by about the 3rd or 4th century A.D. Ghosh thinks that original text of
the NatyaSastra was most probably written in the 5th century BC and

the present work existed in 200 AD and might probably go back to 100
BC.
It is very difficult to determine the exact date of the Ndtyasdastra with

any certainty. It appears that the whole of the text as it has come down
to us could not have been written at one and the same time by a single

author. The four different styles in which the NdtyaSastra is written as
pointed out by De do not possibly belong to the same period. There are
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in the present text traces of 1. independant prose fragments, 2. dnuvamsya

§lokas in drya and anustubh metres 3. passages in sutra style and 4. the
present systematic kdrika. These different styles indicate several stages
in the growth of particular forms of composition. This leads us to believe

that the Ndtyafastra continues to be recast and replenished over a long
period of time.
Paul Regnaud, the great French Sanskritist and one of the earliest

scholars to study critically the text of the NdatyaSdstra, writes in his
preface to Grosset’s edition (1898) ‘One remark to be made at the
beginning in this regard is that one would be misled in looking for one
unquie and fixed date for it, which like similar texts in India, was
undoubtedly amplified and modified in course of centuries following
developments and changes of the art. It is therefore indispertable that the
text of the NdtyaSdstra underwent a process of gradual interpolation,
revision and revamping’.

The contents of the NatyaSdstra
The Natyasastra of Bharata is the earliest extant work on poetics.
It contains the first exposition of the rasa theroy which has since

dominated our approach towards literature. All latest systems and
theories spring from Bharata whom even Anandavardhana himself
in applying the rasa theory to poetics names as his original authority.

His Natyasdastra is a monumental trealise almost an encyclopedia
dealing with all conceivable aspects of Drama-emotions, sentiments,
histrionics,

dance,

music,

prosody,

stage-effects, costumes, make

metrical

patterns,

diction,

up and the training of.actors and

‘actresses, Bharata conceived of Drama as a synthesis of all the arts.

It is significant to note that Bharata uses the same term viz. kavi for both
poet and dramatist.

The Natyafastra contains 6000 couplets spread over thirty-six
chapters. It consists of both verse form and prose passages. Bharata
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himself has given the Natyasastra or the Digest of his NatyaSastra
in one of the stanza in VI 10. The Sangraha comprises of the rasas,.
bhavas, Abhinaya

gesticulatory representation, dharmi

(rchearsed

practice), vrtti (style) pravrtti (action), siddhi (achievement), svaras
(notes), dtodya or (musical instruments

), gdna

(song) and

ranga

(the stage).
He enumerates eleven elements of Drama, as rasa or sentiment,
bhava or emotion, abhinaya or acting, dharmi or modes of representation,
vrtti or styles of expression, pravrtti or local usages, siddhi or success
of production, svara or note, diodya or musical instruments, gdna or
song, and ranga

or theatre. These eleven elements are the most

important components of Drama. There are eight rasas, forty-nine bhdvas,
four types of abhinaya, two types of dharmi, four types of vrtti and
pravriti each. There are two ways of siddhi and seven different notes of
svara. Atodya is of four kinds, gdna of five variations and ranga of three
shapes.
The design of the book may be indicated as under :

Chapter 1

Chapter2

: Mythical origin of Natyasastra from the four Vedas

to fulfil the kridanika

(plaything) for all people.

Value and
instruction.

of Ndtya

importance

for

pleasure

and

: Construction of a play house, three kinds of theatres,
architectural details and arrangement of different parts.

Chapter3

—: Worship of deities located in ndtyavesma.

Chapter4

—:_ Definitions and use of karanas and angahara (hand, feet
and body position and movements).

Chapter5

—: Purvaranga or the ritual and musical preliminaries of
play productions.
.
: Treatment of rasa : definition, Varieties and their

Chapter6

characteristics.

:
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: Nature of bhdvas and their relation to rasa.

Chapter 8-12 : Meaning and kinds of abhinaya
Chapter 8: Angika abhinaya : movements of major and
minor limbs of body; glimpses.
Chapter 9 : Abhinaya of minor limbs, hand gestures and

their uses.
Chapter 10 : Foot movements (cdri) their characteristics,
kinds, and uses, poses.

Chapter 11 : Round movements (mandala)
Chapter 12 : Gaits of different characters and for various
moods;

Chapter 13

: Zonal

divisions

of

the

stage;

lokadharmi

and

natyadharmi, abhinaya, break in act; pravriti.
Chapter 14-18: Vacika abhinaya and literary aspects
Chap. 14 : Vowels and consonants their places of origin
parts of speach, grammatical
cases, euphonic
combinations, compounds and so on. Rules of prosody.
Chap. 15: Metres and their employment.
Chapter

16:

Laksana

and

alamkdras,

Diction

of a

play;
Chapter 17 : Rules on the use of languages; Sanskrit and
Prakrit for dramatic characters; kaku or intonation; modes

of address in dramatic dialogue.
Chapter

18 :Patterns

of dramatic

compositions

of

DaSariipa, their definitions and characteristics.
Chapter 19

: Structure of drama, Plot and its constituents, junctures
(sandhi) and their parts, suggestive devices.

Chapter 20

: The four vrttis-Bharati, Kaisiki, Sdttvati and Arabhati.
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Chapter 21

: Aharya abhinaya : nepathya, its kinds, ornaments, makeup and costumes.

Chapter 22

: Sdmanya or sattvika abhinaya : bhava, hava, held : lila
grace or expression and movements; classification of
woman for dramatic presentation, moods and mental
states, eight

kinds

of ndyikas in

phases

of love

(astandyika) certain taboos on stage-representation.

Chapter 23

: vaisika (expert on matters of love and his characteristics,
the female messenger (duti) her qualities and role.

Chapter 24

: classification of men as dramatic characters; ndyaka,
nayika other dramatic characters like sakara, viditsaka,
chief queen, men and women in the harem.

Chapter 25

: citrabhinaya : symbolic representation by gestures and
facial expressions of moods; things, happenings like
sunrise, sunset, seasons, scene of action etc. cannot be
actually presented on stage; modes of speech delivery.

Chapter 26

: Introduction of animals etc. on the stage; men and women
as dramatic characters; two kinds of performance, delicate

(sukumdra) and vigorours(aviddha).
Chapter 27

: Success of dramatic presentation and competitions;
factors of success;

blemishes

leadings to failures;

principles for judging and selection of a panel of judges;
judgement and award of merit (pataka-dana) expectation
from a dramatic performance, attitude and response of a
speciator.

Chap. 28-34

: Section on music and musical instruments.
Chapter 28 : jati, svara, marcchana.
Chapter 29 : Musical orchestra and preliminaries

Chapter 30 : Lute and its mode of playing.
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Chapter 31 : on tala

Chapter 32 : Dhruva songs, their kinds, compositions and
employment.
Chapter 33 : Qualities and defects of singers and of
musical instruments.

Chapter 34 : kinds of drums and their playing.
Chapter 35

: Selection of actors for dramatic roles, and responsibility
of producer-director.

Chapter 36

: Story of curse on actors for ridiculing
degradation of actors, as aclass.

Chapter 37

: (in GOS ed.) Descent of drama on earth; importance and

the sages,

greatness of ndtyasastra.
Bharata lists eight rasas or sentiments and eight sthdyibhavas or
abiding mental conditions. They are
rasa

sthayibhava

1.

Srngara or the erotic

1.

ratiorlove

2.

hdasya or the comic

2.

hdsa or laughter

3.

karuna or pathetic

3.

§soka or sorrow

4.

raudra or furious

4.

krodha or anger

5.

vira or heroic

5.

utsdha or energy

6.

bhaydnaka or terrible

6.

bhayam or fear

7.

bibhatsa or odious

8.

adbhuta or wonder

7. jugupsd or disgust.
8.

vyabhicari bhavas or transit mental state (33)

1.

nirveda or despondency

2.

gldni or sinking or weakness

3.

Sanka or apprehension

vismaya or astonishment
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asuyé or jealousy or envy.
mada or intoxication 0° pride

$rama or fatigue
Glasyam or indolence.
dainyam or depression
cintd or anxicty
10.

moha or infatuation
smrti or recollection

12.

dhriti or steadiness or courage

13.

vridd or shame

14.

capalatd or impulsiveness or inconstancy

15.

harsa or exhilaration or joy

16.

dvega Or agitation or impetuousness

17.

jadata or stupor or inactivity

18.

garva or conceit

19.

visdda or despair

20.

autsukyam or eagermess or impetuousness

21.

nidrd or sleep

22.

apasmara or epilepsy

Dds

suptam or dreaming

24.

vibodha or awakening

25.

amarsa or indignation

26. avahittham

or concealment

dissimulation.

27.
28.
29,
30.

mati or thoughtfulness.
vyddhi or sickness or disease
unmdada or madness or insanity
marana or death

(by pretext) of inner emotion

or
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31.

¢trdsa or fright

32.

vitarka or wavering or hesitation

stambha or paralysis

NN

sveda or perspiration
romajica or horripilation

an
NWN
MN
F&F

1.

WH

Sattvikabhavas (8)

svarabhanga or voice breaking
vepathuh or tremor
vaivarnya or change of colour
asru or tear

pralaya or complete loss of consciousness

Rasa theory
The meaning of the word varies according to the context in which it
is used. Rasa literally means taste, relish or flavour. Rasa meaning
“savour’ or taste becomes very common in the AV.
tivro raso madhuprcam

anga

(AV.III

13.15). ‘May the strong

satisfying savour (rasa) of the honey mixed come to me’, jihvayd hi rasan

vijandti (Brh.up If. 2.4)° knows the taste by the tongue.’
Taittiriya Upanisad says that the esssence of the Bhahman is rasa,
the individual, on realising this Brahman, becomes one with bliss.

raso vai sah rasam hyevayam labdhva-anandi bhavati (Tai up II.)
Bharata defines rasa as ‘That which is relished is rasa’.
-Rasa-sutra of Bharata

The first and the earliest exponent of the rasa-theory is Bharata the
renowened author of NatyaSdstra. The rasa-sutra occurs in the sixth
chapter of the Ndtyasdstra:

vibhavanubhava vyabhicdari samyogdad rasanispattih
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When vibhava, anubhava and the uyabhicadribhavas combine to
awaken the sthayibhava finally develops into rasa. (Krishna chaitanya).
This definition in itself, leads us nowhere, because the union referred to
in the sutra is not the union of vibhdva, anubhava and vyabhicaribhava
among themselves but their alignment with the permanent emotion known
as sthayibhava which does not find any mention in this sutra but occurs
in the dialogue that follows........the permanent emotions (sthdyibhdvas)
when they unite with the various other emotions, (vibhd vanubhdva
uvybhicari bhavas) attain the quality of rasa.
Vibhavas are the stimuli that activate emotion. These stimuli are of
two kinds - @lambana or human and uddibana or environment. For
example in the case of the rati, sthdyibhava (the permanent emotion of
love) the beloved

is the alambana

vibhdva.

She

is the

main-stay

responsible for the arousal of the emotion of love. The spring season,
the moon lit night, the soft breeze

and the fragrance of flowers are the

uddipana vibhava (the excitant stimuli), so called because they help
enhance the emotive effect of the focal point, the beloved.
Anubhavas, on the other hand, are the external manifestations of the
emotions evoked or excited by the vibhdvas. They are quickly moving
eye brows, side long glances and so on. Bharata explains that anubhdva
is so called because it makes the spectators feel or experience the effect
of abhinaya by means of words, gestures and sattva. Thus the anubhdvas
communicate

to

the

audience

and

spectaters

the

emotion

being

experienced by the characters. These manifestations of emotions whether
through words or gestures are voluntary. They spring from the intention
of the characters swayed by emotion to communicate it to others. But
there are some other manifestations which are involuntary such as
perspiration, change of colour, horripilation and trembling. These
spontaneous and involuntary manifestations of emotion are called sattvika.
bhavas by Bharata.
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Vyabhicar?ii.ivas are transitory or evanascent emotions that tend, only
to develop the main sentiment love etc. A person in love for example,
may experience apprehension, envy, anxiety, joy, meloncholy and the
like. All these feelings are related to the principal emotions emerging
from it and again being submerged in it like the waves in the occan.
Bharata explains that the word vyabhicari bhava consists of prefixes of
vi and abhi and the root car to move. Since they move in relation to the
principal emotion and help it emerge as sentiment (rasa), they are called
vyabhicaribhava.

The Realization of Rasa

The theory of rasa explains the rise and nature of aesthetic pleasure
that a responsive audience experiences while watching the skillful
enactment of a play. Bharata explains the realisation of rasa in a very
simple language i.e. the realisation of rasa is the result of the union of
the sthdyibhava with vibhavas, anubhavas and vyabhicaribhavas,
Thus according to Bharata the sthayibhdava or the permanent emotion
is the basis

of rasa.

The

vibhadvas,

anubhdvas

and

vyabhicari

bhavas awaken this innate emotion. Bharata unambiguously explains
that rasa

is so called

because

it is capable

of being

relished.

(asvadayatvat)

Now the question is that on whom rests the realisation of rasa, ie.
whether the actor realizes the rasa, or the spectater, or both or poet or
all of them. The rasasuira of Bharata has been interpreted variously by
different commentalors. Though their commentaries are not available,

we could get information regarding the views of the commentators from
Abhinavagupta’s work. The word nispatti in the rasasutra of Bharata has
been interpreted variously. The word nispatti is interpreted as generation,
inference, generalisation and so on.
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Bhattalollata (generation theroy)
According to Lollata rasa is generated by the trained actors by
their hystrionic representation through vibhava, and anubhava etc.
He is of the opinion

that rasa resides

both in the represented

character and the imitating actor. But it is not clear how a mental
state which belongs to the hero, can be transferred to the actor, and

how the spectator can be charmed by a feeling which does not exist in
him, (De,1923). It leaves out of all consideration the poet and the
audience.

Sankuka, (inference theory)
Sankuka criticises Lollata’s view saying that rasa is not produced
by the skillful representation. He maintains that rasa is inferred by
the spectator and the inferred feeling is realised by him as rasa.
The permanent mood of the hero is inferred to exist in the actor
(though not actually existing in him) by means of the vibhavas etc.
clearly exhibited by him in his successful acting, so as to produce
an illision

of identity

with the

feelings

of the hero

and

when

spectaters witness them (characters) experience through the imitation

of the actors, they inferentially experience the emotions of the
characters themselves. The inferential experience is the realization of
rasa.

This theory is an improvement upon Lollata’s in that it brings in the
spectators also in the realization of rasa.

Lollata’s theory of generation includes in the realization of rasa
the charater and the actor, Sankuka theory of inference goes beyond
the character and the actor, and establishes that the rasa is the feeling of
the spectators. The defect in inference theory is that any inferential
knowledge lacks that sense of fulness which is present in the fulness of
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joy. Therefore it is unsound to say that realisation of rasa is the process
of inference.
Bhattanayaka’s theory of generalisation (sadhdranikarana)
Bhattanayaka has very ably solved the riddle of the enjoyment
of rasa by the spectators or the readers by putting
doctrine of s@dhdranikarana

forward the

or generalisation or universalisation.

According to Bhattanayaka, rasa is neither produced nor perceevied,

nor

manifested.

He

posits

special

capacity

of poetic

language

called bhavakatva. He explains the realisation of rasa as poetic
language has three aspects or functions. viz., 1) abhidhd or
significative capacity 2) bhdvand or bhdavakatva, or unificatory or
universalising

aspect

and

3) bhojakatva

or bhoga

or enjoyment

aspect or realisation.
Bhavakatva operates in the following manner : When there is a
vivid representation, aided by poetry, music etc. of the characters
and the incident, the trained spectator or sahrdaya, through
complete imaginative

his

sympathy, identifies himself with them and

loses his individuality and also any personal predilections that he may
have ie. if the love of the Dusyanta and Sakuntala should be
presented on the stage it is not realized as the love of these
particular characters, but through
actors and the sahrdayas

the unification of the characters,

the individual

love of the characters, the

actors and the sahrdaya is completely submerged and love in its universal
aspect alone is presented. This universal function is called
sadharanikarana. When
function, viz; bhojakatva

the emotion

is thus universalised, the third

operates when

the Sahrdaya

experiences

that kind of bliss which an yogi experiences when he identifies
himself with the supreme Brahman. this is what is called the realisation
of rasa.
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Abhinavagupta
Sahrdayas or responsive critics have certain inborn vasanas or
instincts which are called in the language of criticism sthayibhavas when
there is a vivid representation

of the vibhadvas,

anubhdvas

and

vyabhicadribhavas this instinct is roused by watching or reading a good
petry. It reaches it climax enabling the sahrdayas to experience the thrill
or joy.
KalidaSa’s verse in the Abhijndnasakuntalam brings home this point.
The verse reads as :

ramyani viksya maduramsca nigamyasaban
paryutsuki bhavati yatsukhino’
pi jantuh
taccetasa smarati ninam abodhapurvam
bhavasthirdni jananantara sauhrdani
(V.2.)
Not seldom in our happy hours of ease,
when thought is still, the sight of some fair form,
or mournful fall of music breathing low,
with stir strange fancies, and a sense
of vague yet earnest, can it be
That the dim memory of events long past
or friendships formed in other states of being

Flits like a passing shadow over the spirit ----------Kalidasa refers to the same vdsand in the last line bhavasthirani
etc.
Abhinavagupta then explains who is sahrdaya : sahrdayas are defined
as those who by repeated reading poetry, have developed the capacity to
identify themselves with the poet, and attuned to the poets heart.
(sahrdaya = samanahrdaya)
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School

Important contributors of this system are Bhamaha, Udbhata and
Rudrata, the earlist exponents of alamkdra system.

In Bhamala’s Kavydlamkara different topics of poetics are formulated
not incidentally as in Bharata,

but in such well defined outline. This

would indicate that Alamkdra sdastra had already attained the rank of an
independent discipline. Bharata, considers certain important elemets of
poetry as devices for embellishment for dramatic speech as such it is
subservient to the principal purpose
Bhamaha, on the other hand, the

of

producing dramatic rasa. In

poetical embellishments form the

principal object of study.
The two important factors, which go to make up the kduyasarira i.e.
the body of external frame work of poetry are supposed to be Sabda
(word) and artha (sense) and the alamkara of poetic figures which adorn
these are taken as forming the essential sign of a kdvya. In other words,
poetry consist of a verbal composition in which a definite sense must
pervail, and which must be made charming by means of certain terms of
expression to which the name of poetic figure is given (De : 1925-4)
Although, Bhamaha is the oldest representative of this system, he was
by no means, its originator. He himself recognises the figures mentioned
by the rhetoricians anterior to him. Bhamaha

states at the outset the

purpose of poetry and the qulification of a poet. According to Bhamha
a kavya consists of Sabda and artha (sabdarthau sahitam kdvyam) ie.
he gives equal prominence to word and sense in poatry. The kdvya should
also be fault less (nirdosa) and embellished by poetic figures (sdlamkdara).
Then he classifies poetry

(i) according to form into verse and prose

11) according to the language, employed, Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apabhramsa
111) according to the subject matter into four fold division-incidents human
or divine, incidents invented by the poet’s imagination or incidents based
on several arts and sciences iv) conventionally grouped five fold divisions
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a) sargabandha

(mahdkavya) b) abhineyartha (drama), c) dkhyayika,

d) kathaé and e) anibaddha kavya (ie detached poems

like ga@thas or

individual Slokas.)

Bhamaha defines and discusses with illustrations the poetic figures
or alamkaras. He
111

devotes two long chapters for this

topic ii

4-95,

1-56 spreading nearly one hundred and fifty verses. He also

mentions the dosas or demerits of composition. iv and concludes with
the discussion on the logical and grammatical correctness of poetry in
chapter V and VI. According to Bhamaha, the highest importance in.
poetry is the alamkaras or the poetic figure which takes the bulk of his
treatment.
Udbhata is said to have written Bhamaha vi varana or kavyalamkara
vivrti and Alamkara sangraha the former is non-available. His existing

work

viz. Alamkdra safgraha a§ its name implies consists of merely a
collection of verses defining forty one figures. (Including three varieties
of anuprasas). This work consits of six chapters which exclusively with
the poetic figures. The content of the six chapters are :
1)

Punaruktavadabhasa, chekénuprdasa, vrttyanuprasa (with the three
vritis), latanuprasa, rtipaka, dipaka (3 kinds), upama, prativasti
pama.

2)

aksepa, arthantaranyasa, vyatireka, vibhdvana, samasokti, atisayokti
(4 kinds)

3)

Yatha samkhya, uipreksa, svabhavokti

4)

preyasvat, rasavat, urjasvin, paryayoktas samdhita, uddtta (2 kinds),
slesa,

5)

apahnuti, visesokti, virodha, tulyayogita, aprastutaprasamsa,
vydjastuti, vidarsand, samkara (4 kinds), upameyopama, sahokti,
parivriti

6)

sasamdeha,

ananvaya, Samsr sti, bhdvika, kavyalinga
kavyadrstanta.

(hetu) and
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In his treatment, of these figures, Udbhata follws Bhdmaha very
closely , enumerating the figures in the same order and even borrowing
his definitions (literally) of a large number of figures. Udbhata, properly
carried the tradition of Bhamaha and gave a systematic exposition of his
work. Bhamaha

, indeed, demands respect due to his antiquity, but to

later writers it was Udbhata who is the authoritative exponent of this
system and turn to the work of Udbhata as the standard one. We can say
without hesitation that Udbhata estabhished the alamkara doctrine in
Kashmir.
Rudrata

in

his work

kdvyadlamkara

devotes

ten

chapters

for

alamkafa or poetic figure. He considers alamkdra as an important
element

in

poetry.

Rudrata

treats

alamkdra

or

poetic

figure

eleborately and it is exhaustive as well. He has adapted a different method
and the treatment appears that he is following a tradition other than the
one follwoed by his

predecessor Bhamaka. Rudrata adds nearly thirty

more independant figures to Udbhata’s poetic figures. The number of
alamkaras discussed in Udbhata is forty one where as in Rudrata it is

sixty eight.
The sixteen chapter in Rudrata’s deal with the following subjects :

1)

The purpose or object of poetry, the qualifications of a poet etc.

ii)

The four ritis (pafcali, ldtiya, gaudiyaé and vaidarbhi), the six

bhasas (Prakrit, Sanskrit, Magadha, Pisaca, Suraseni, Apabhrarina) and

the five alankaras of §abda, iii) yamaka iv) Slesa, v) citra, vi) sabdadosas
including desas of pada and vakya, vii) four basis of arthalamkara
(vastava, aupamya, atifaya and glesa and the figures based on vastava
viii) figures based on aupamya, ix) figures based on atifaya, x) figures
based on Slesa, xi) dosas of artha including upamda-dosas, xii) ten rasas
and treatment of Srfigdra xili) sambhoga srngara etc. xiv) vipralambha
§rngara.and the upayas xv) characteristics of other rasas xvi) kinds of
poetic compostions and their characteristics.
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Rudrata is the last exponent of the alamkdra school. After him the
school began to decline and merge ultimately like the two other schools
rasa and riti into the finally domimant Dhvani school.
The Riti System
Dandin

Dandin is influnced to some extent by the teachings of Alamkdra
school and as such stands midway between the alamkara system of
Bhamaha and the riti system of Vamana.

Dandin like Bhamaha, start with the notion of embellishing sound and
sense which

in their (i.e. Bhamaha and Dandin) view should constitute

the body of

poetry. Dandin also classifies poetry into species of

composition

like the sarga-bandha

(=

mahakdvya)

muktaka

etc. He mentions sargabandha

(single verse), kulaka

(five verses)

kosa

(unconnected verses of differents authors) and sanighdta ‘unconnected

verses of the same author). Under prose he speaks of katha, akhydyikd
and campu. Poetry is classified, according to its form into prose, verse

and mixed. While language furnishes another basis yieldin g four distinct
groups, viz., samskrta, prakrita, apabhramsa

species

of composition

emerge

and miéra. Thus, four

out of these

five principles

of

classification viz. sargabandha (mahdkavya) in Sanskrit, skandhaka in

Prakrit asara in Apabhraréa and ndtaka in mixed languages. He refers
to the other type of classificaion, as sravya and preksya kavyas also.
He shares the views of Alarnkara school thet a good kdvya should

be

embellished by those decorative devices which

go by the name

alamkara. At the same time, one can notice, he differs in his view

from

the early writers as to the view to the means by which the embellishment
should he realised. He holds the view that it is not the poetic figures
only which ad.
—_arm to the poetry but gunas that constitute the essence
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of the poetic manners (mdargas) or poetic diction. ie. he emphasises the
role of marga which adds beauty to the poetry.

Dandin defines poetry as istartha vyavacchinna padavali (1-10) a
series of words characterised by an agreeable sense or idea. He naturally
discusses the suitable
of producing poetic

arrangement of sound and sense for the purpose
effect which

is technically called marga or riti.

He divides marga into two distinguishable types called vaidarbha and
gauda. His

whole study is devoted

to the vaidarbha marga

to these two. He gives preference

which according to

him result from the

harmonious unification of the ten gunas. or excellences of composition,
the gauda being the opposite of it. He enumerates these ten gunas.
After dealing with the gunas, Dandin proceeds to speak about the
alamkaras or poetic figures (chap. II). Dandin uses the term alamkdra
in the sense that which causes beauty

in poetry, kavyasobhakaran

dharmdan alamkaran pracaksate. According to him, poetic figures are
alamkdras common to both the mdrgas (sddharana) i.e. vaidarbha and
gauda; gunas are alamkaras belonging exclusively to the Vaidrbha
kaScin marga-vibhdgartham uktah prag apyalamkriyah
sadharanam alamkarajatam adya pradarsyati

(113)

“For the purpose of classifying the margas, some alamkaras have been
already spoken of (by me in the previous chapter); now are shown those
alamkaras which are common (to both the margds)”.

Thus, gunas enumerated earlier in relation to vaidarbha marga is
special and the other alamkaras are common to both. These common,
(sadhdrana) poetic figures are dealt with by Dandin in two chapters
(ii and iii) devoted to respectively to the treatment of verbal (fabda) and
ideal figures (arthdlamkdra).

Dandin pays greater attention to arthalamkdra. He mentions by
name (1i.4-7) only thirty five poetic figures but adds a large number
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of

subordinate

varieties.

For

instance

upamd,

has

thirty

two

subdivisions.

Dandin mentions 10 flaws or dosas of literary compositions.
gunas

dosas

1.

§$lesa‘qulity of being well knit’

1.

sithila or looseness

2.

prasdada or lucidity

2.

vyutpanna or far-fetchedness

3.

samaia or evenness

3.

vaisamya or unevenness.

4.

dipta,

5.

neyatva

(in the grouping of word
sounds)

4.

mddhurya or elegance

sukumarata or absence
of harshness due to the use of
soft vocables.

6.

artha vyakti or explicitness
of sense.

7.

uddratva or elevation

7

consisting of the expression of
some high merit

8. ajas or force due to the presence
of compounds
9. kdntior agreeableness

-6.

atyukti

due to conformity to general usage.
10. samadhi or transference

--

of the qualites or actions of one
thing to another i.e. metaphorical
expressions.

The of fault the madhurya has not been named. In all he speaks of 10
gunas but only 7 dosas.

&l
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Vamana

Vamana’s work is divided into five adhikaranas each of which
consists of two adhydyas excepting the first and the fourth which contain
three each. Thus the whole work contains five adhikaranas and twelve
adhyayas,
I. sarira dealing with the object of poetry, qualified persons to receive
“instructions in the subject, the riti and its subdivision, the subsidiary aids
and divisions of poetry . II. dosa darSana treating of the defects or flaws
of composition. III. guna-vivecana : Considering the gunas or excellences
of composition IV. dlamkarika devoted to the definition and illustration
of poetic figures V. prayogika : setting forth the poetic conventions and
propriety

of poetic usages and Sabba - Suddhi, explaining grammatical

solecism

Vamana lays down in clear terms ritir dima kavyasya (12.6) ‘the riti
is the

(Sabda) and its meaning (artha)

soul of poetry’ and the word

constitute the body, of which the soul is the riti (vrtti on I). He defines

riti as visista padaracand or particular arrangement of words. He proposes

three kinds of riti viz., vaidarbhi, gaudi and pafcali.

The Vaidarbhi

unites all the ten gunas, the gaudi abounds in ojas and kanti and the
paficaliis endowed with madhurya and saukumarya.
Like Dandin, Vamana

enumerates the gunas as ten. The standard

number from Bharata’s time. However, differentiates between fabda-guna
and arthaguna. Each guna belonging to Sabda and artha double the
number into twenty.

His scheme of the gunas may be tabulated as under.’
Sabdaguna

1.

ojas or compactness of
word structure

Arthaguna

i.

ojas or maturity
of conception.

|
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ii. prasdda or laxity of structure

ii. prasada or clearness
of meaning

11.

iv.

§slesa or coalescence

iti. Slesa or coalescence

of words resulting in

or commingling of

smoothness

many ideas.

samata or homogeneity of

iv. samatd or non relinquishment

manner i.e. of construction
v.

samadhi or symmetry due

of proper sequence of ideas
v.

samadhi or grasping of the

orderly ascent and dissent

original meaning arising from

i.e. when the heightening

concentrarion of the mind.

effect is toned down by

softening effect and vice versa.

vi.

madhurya or distinctness of | vi. mddhurya or strikingness
words

vii.

saukumarya or freedom from
harshness

of utterance.

vii. saukumdrya or freedom from
disagreeable or inauspicious

ideas.
vill. wdaratd or livelininess in
which the words seem as
if they are dancing

ix.

x.

vii .uddrata or delicacy i.e. absence
of vulgarity.

artha vyakti orexplicitness
34, artha vyakti or explicitness
of words where by the meaning _ of ideas which makes the nature
is easily apprehended.

of things clear.

kdntiorbrilliance.i.e.richness x.

kanti or prominence

of rasa.

words.

of the

(De: 1925)

After the gunas, Vamana deals with the poetic figures or alamkaras

as elements of subsidiary importance. He accepts alamkaras in the
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primary
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sense

saundaryam

consider the presence

of beauty

or charm.

alamkarah).

Vamana

of alamkara

(kavyam

grahyam

does

seem

not

to

or poetic figures a necessary

condition. What makes poetry beautiful and charming has not been
stated
sinequa

clearly. The
non

riti and

its constituent

in the production

or beauty

gunas
but

come in as a

the poetic. figures

only contribute its heightening. Vamana is the only early writer who
deals with the smallest number of poetic figures.

i.e. 30 figures.

He recognises only two kinds of fabdalam kara, viz., yamaka (rhythmic)

and anuprasa (alliliration), with regard to arthdlamkdra, he is of the
opinion that the upamd or comparison lies at the root of

all poetic

figures which are defined in relation to it and which is given the collective
names of upamd prapaiica.
The preceding paragraphs is a brief outline of the early representatives
of alamkarikas notan exhaustive one. Many more rhetoricians appeared
on the scene later and their names and works are listed already.

Dhvani or suggestion theory
The word dhvani can be derived from

1) dhvanatiti dhvanih That

which is suggested. (Both word and its meaning fall under this sense)
2) dhvanyata iti dhvanih that which is suggested. Only sense comes under
this category. 3) dhvananam dhvani The process of suggestion 4) dhvani
samudayah dhvanih. ‘the whole work, comprising of these elements is
dhvani. Thus, dhavani or suggestion requires, suggestive word, suggested
sense ,the process of suggestion and the composition in which all these

eleniénits are persent.

ar

Anandavardhana was the propounder of the theory of suggestion or
dhvani though he cannot be claimed the first one to propose this theory.
Bharata’s vyaiijana also means the same theory.

He openly admits that
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he has taken this term directly from the grammarian. i.e. Bhaftrhari’s
sphoia.
Dhvanydaloka consists ot a karikd and vriti. Anandavardhana’s
authorship

of kdrika is stil: disputed. According to Knshnamurty the

karikas also were

written by none other than

Ananadavardhana.

Abhinavagupta has written locana for dhvanydloka.
Definition of dhavani

Yatrathah Sabdo va tamartham- upasarjani krtasvarthau.
vyanktah kdvya viSesah sa dhvani riti stribhihkathitah
‘Learned men regard that variety of composition to be dhvani where
in the expressed

sense subordinating

itself or expressive

words

subornating their expressed sense suggest that sweet and beautiful idea.
i.e. dhvani poetry is that type of poetry in which the literal meaning keep
themselves

snbordinate to the suggested

meaning

which

is more

important. i.e. prominent. In Dhvanydlaka, Ananadavardhana establishes
that suggestion is the soul of poetry. Kavyasydtma dhvanih (1.1.)
dhavni

or

suggested

meaning

is

divided

into

three

major

categories : 1) suggestion of an idea (vastudhvani) 2) suggestion of a
figure (alamkaradhvani), and 3) suggestion of a rasa or sentiment.
Vastudhvani

eg.

bhrama dhammia so suna o
ajja mario tena

goldnai kaccha kudanga vasinad
dari asihena.
bhrama dharmika vis vastah sa
Sunako'dya maritastena.

godanadi kila latd kufijavasina drptasimhena.\|
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Ramble freely pious man !
That dog today is killed
By the fierce lion that dwells
In Goda river dells.

In this type of dhvani sometimes the implicit meaning will be of the
nature of prohibition when the explicit is of the nature of positive
proposal. The above verse is an illustration. Sometimes though the
explicit meaning is of the nature of a prohibition, the implicit will be of
the positive nature. eg.
atta ettha nimajjai

ettha aham diasam pahehi
ma pahia rattiandha a sejjae maha nimajjahisi

.

§vasriiratra nimajjati atraham divasakam pralokaya.
ma pathika ratryandhaka Sayyayam avayor manksih |.
Mother-in-law lies here lost in sleep,
And I here, thou sheuldst mark.
These before it is dark.

O traveller, blinded by nght
Tumble not into our heds aright.

alamkaradhvani
lavanya k@nti paripurita din mukhe’s min
smere’ dhund tava mukhe taraldyataksi

ksobham yad eti na managapi tena manye.
‘suvyaktam eva jadardasis ayam payodhih ||
Lit up the quarters with your lustrous beauty,
And your face looks charming with a smile on it.
And still, O darling if the ocean does not sweil.
Obviously it is a mass of inertness.
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Though the idea of moon face is not directly stated, it is clearly
suggested. It is only when the mataphar that the lady’s lovely face is
identical with the moon is understood, the passage will becone fully
meaningful. Much of the beauty in the passage is due to this ruipaka
lamkara dhvani. And this figure is not at all to be discovered in the
explicit sense.

rasadhvani

The incident which led to the composition of the first poet Valmiki,
viz. Ramayana can be cited as an example.
Kavyasydadtma sa evarthas tatha cddikaveh pura |.
krauficadvandva viyogotthah Sokah slokatvam dgatah

||.

The reference here is to the verse in the Ramayana.

ma nisGda pratisthdm tvamagamah Sasvati samah
yatkraufica mithundd ekam avadhih kimamohitam

||

Strictly speaking, dhvani theory is only an extension
theory

of rasa

propounded by the author of NdtyaSdstra. Bharata defines

rasa in connection with the dramaturgy and Anandavardhana extends,
this theory to poetry also. Suggestion by itself,
compostion

is not enough in a

whether a drama or poetry, what is suggeted must be

charming and this charm can be got only through rasa or sentiment.
Rasa is not a thing which can be expressed directly by words it
can

only

be suggested. Anandavardhana

establishes

variety 1s the soul of poetry. In kavyasydimd
that

very

evarthah

rasddi
and

variety

the 2nd

is the

part the

soul
sorrow

of kdvya,

that rasddi

the first part says
kavyasyaima

of the first poet

sa

caused

by the seperation of the curlew couple took the form of a verse.
(adikaveh -purd krauncadvandvaviyogatah fokah Sslokatvam
dgatah)
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Varieties of dhvani

Suggesion or dhvani may be further classified as 1) avivaksitavdcya
or laksand mila and 2) vivaksitanya paravacya.
1) Avivaksitavacya
In this type of dhvani the expressed meaning is either completely set
aside (atyanta tiraskrta) or it is shifted or used with a slightly different
emphasis (arthantarasankaramita)

eg.
ravi sankrdnta saubhdagyas tusaravria mandalah
nisvasandha ivadarSas candrama na praké§saie |.
All the charm to the sun hath fled,
And the orb is hid in snow;
Like a mirror by breath blinded

The moon now does not glow.
The meaning blinded (andha), the explicit sense is to be discarded as
here.
arthatarasankramita
Smigdhas yamala

kanti kliptaviyato vellad valaka ghane

Vatah sikarindh payoda suhrd dm Gnandakekah kalah
Kamam santu drdham kathora hrdayo rdmo’smi sarvam sahe

Vaidehi tu katham bhavisyati haha ha devi dhira bhava

||.

The word rdma in this example carries the suggestive force. The word
does not merely denote an individual with that proper name but conveys
the sense

of a person endowed with various qualities by the force of

suggestion.

2) vivaksitavacyakrama
In this type the expressed sense is intended but it subserves a further
implied sense, is again divided into :
1) asamlaksya krama and 2) samlaksya krama.
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vivaksitanya paravacyadhvani

eg.

fikharini kva nu nama kiyac ciram
kim abhidhanam asdvakarottapah
taruni yena tavadhara patalam

dasati bimba phalam Sukasavakah
On which mountain and for how long
Did this one perform penance ?
And what might be its name?
For, the young parrot pecks
The fruit so real as your lips

Here a young lover says this in the presence of his beloved. All that
young lover says is the expressed meaning but this expressed meaning
suggest the idea that the speaker is praising his beloved (ndyikd) so that
she may be attracted towords her admirer.
1) asamlaksya krama vyangya.

Here, the suggested sense (vyangya) is said to be realised after the
expressed sense (vacya) without any noticeable sequence. e.g.
caficad bhuja bhramita candagadabhighata
saricurnitoru yugalasya suyodhanasya
styandvabaddhaghana Sonita Sonapani

rutiamsayisyati kacamstava devi bhimah |
O Queen! this Bhima shall himself bind
your dishevelled hair with his hands
Reddened by the profuse and coagulated puddles
of Suyodhana’s blood as he lies low with thighs
pulverised by hard blows
From this terrible mace.

Swung by these redoubtable arms of mine.
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This verse is from the Venisamhdra. The reader, here, is supposed
to be instantaneously infused with the feeling of anger (Krodha),
while reading the verse through an identification of himself with
the dramatic character

i.e. Bhimasena. This identification produced

is none other than a sentence adorned by lengthy compound construction.
All the process of identification, experience of a permanent mental
state and the relish of the exquisite joy runs very rapidly.
2) samlaksya krama vyangya
In this type of suggestion, we pass on from the expressly conveyed
idea to the suggested idea through a noticeable sequence, as in the verse
Sikharini.... cited above.

This type.of dhvani is said to be of three types 1) Sabdasaktyudbhava
2) arthsaktyudbhava and 3) SabharthaSaktyudbhava
1)

SsabdSaktyudbhava : That which in bassed on the word.
This type of dhvani is based on the capacity of the words because,
the suggested sense is dependant on the use of words capable of

conveying two primary meaning at a time although the primary
meaning

also contribute to the suggested sense. In this type of

dhvani homonyms are

used

and the figure is

slesa or double

entendre e.g.

tasyd vinapi hdrena nisargddeva harinau
janayamasatuh kasya vismayam no payodharam.

Her bosoms without a garland though.
Garlanded (also ravishing) by nature were,
Whom would they not amaze!

Here, the word hdrinau is a homonym having double meaning
(Slesa) ie. attractive and having (wearing)

a necklace.

Connecting

the second meaning i.e. having a ‘hdra’ with vinapi harena,
we have the figure virodhdbhasa on account of the Slesa.
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2)

arthasaktyudhava :That which is based on the meaning
evam vadini devarsau pitur parsver adhomukhi

lil kamala patrani ganayamdsa parvati

|

||.

As the divine sage said this
The down-cast Parvati, by her father’s side

counted the petals of the toy-lotus
She held in her hand.

Here the idea of counting lotus petals is conveyed expressly and the
expressed sense subjugates itself in communicating the second idea,

namely, bashfulness. One of the passing moods (vyabhi cdribhava )
without laking the assistance of the denotative words at all.
3)

§abdarthasaktyudbhava : That which is based on both the word and

the meaning.
No exmaple of this type is given by Anandavardhana. However, from
his kdrika, §abda SaktyarthaSaktya vaksitopi vyangyo’ rthah ....one can

infer that Ananadavardhana postulates this type of dhvani as well.
000

IV.

Literary Criticism in Tamil and Sanskrit
Traditions (A comparison)

The need for a compartive study
There are certain concepts connected with the theory of drama or
poetry on which one finds some

similarities. There are, no doubt, a

number of points on which there is divergence of opinion. Similarites in
certain concepts have Jed a number of scholars to arrive at a conclusion
that Tamil theories particularly rasa or sentiment, upamd or simile and
suggestion proposed by Tolkappiyar are due to the influence of Sanskri
theories. Some scholars argue that Tolkappiyar makes an attempt to
introduce the theory of meyppata and uvamai of Sansknit tradition with
a view to gain acceptability outside Tamilakam. There are other scholars
who think the portions dealing with these topics are later interpolations
as they do not fit into the scheme of poetry as proposed by Tolkapptyar.
Such

views

lead,

in turn,

another

important

question,

whether

Tolkappiyar’s method of treatment of these theories is really similar to
that of Sanskrit tradition. In order to answer this question, we have to
address

ourselves.

Porulatikaram

1) The

relative

chronology

of Tolkdppiyam

and Bharata’s Natsyasastra. 2) A comparison

of the

treatment of literary themes in both the tradition, and 3) A comparison
of the treatment of literary theories such as sentiment etc. We may be in
a position to say whether or not there is influence of one on the other
when we have a clear picture about these points.
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Let us take up the second and third points before we tackle the first
one. It is essential to know at the outset, the concept of

poetry as

discussed in each of the tradition. As already stated, Sanskrit literary

theories were written after analysing a number of Sanskrit texts which
existed earlier. Tamil tradition has only Tolkappiyam-Porulatikarm the
earliest extant work as the representative.
expressed

divergent

views

regarding

Here again, scholars have

the relative

chronology

of

Tolkappiyam and the Cankam texts. It is not the intention of the author
to enter into any such controversy nor it is required for this approach.
Hence, this study is restricted to Tolkappiyam- Porulatikdram assuming
that it is the earlist representative of literary themes and theories.

Definition of Poetry in Tamil
Tolkappiyar does not attempt a proper definition, as such, of a poetry.
However he informs us what are the essentials of a poetry in the

Porulatikdram of Tolkdppiyam.
He uses three words referring to poetry in Tolkdppiyam as a whole.
They are :1) ceyyul 2) pd and 3) pulanerivalakku. Ceyyul means
that which has been created (from the root cey’ to make, to create).
A number of sutras in Tolkappiyam gives us the impression that he makes
use of the word ceyyu/ or composed or written form opposite to valakku
or common usage. We can give a few sturas from Tolkappiyam as
illustration

nita varuial ceyyulul uritté

(T E.7 6)

‘inri’ ennum vinai eficu iruti
ninra ikaram ukaram @tal

tonru iyal marun kin ceyyulul uritté

inacuttu illap panpu ko] peyark kotai

(TE.7.35)
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(TC.1.18)

akkak kilavi kdranam inriyum
‘pokku inrw’ inpa - valakkinulle

(TC,1.22)

murpatal kilattal ceyyulul uritte

(TC.1.39)

palavayinanum ennul tinai viravuppeyar

ahrnai mitipina ceyyulillé

(TC.1.51)

peyarinum tolilinum piripavai ellam
mayankal kita valakku valippattana

(TC.1.50)

iraiccip porul vayin ceyyulul kilakkum
yarpeyar k kilavi uyartinai cutta
nilattu valli marunkin tonrald na

(TC 5. 42)

pal ari marapin ammi irrum

@ 6 dkum ceyyul ullé

.

(TC, 6.14)

iyarcol, tirical, ticaiccd., vatacol enru

anaitté - ceyul ittac colle

(YC 9.1)

These sutras reflect the existence of diglossia situation, ie. written
dialect and spoken dialect. He seems to accept the spoken variety of the

people of upper strata of the society as the standard one.
valakku en appatuvatu uyarnor mérré

(TC .9.94)

He, also states that a particular word is found in the usage of uyarntor,

it should be acceptable in the ceyyud as well.
uyarntor kilavi valakkotu punartalin
valakku valippatutal ceyyutkuk katané

(TC. 5.21)

Thus Tolkappiyar speaks of dialect variation of ceyyul and valakku
and the latter is the usage of the people belonging to upper class society.

Tolkappiyar

treats

of ceyya/ in an eleborate and expansive
manner. The opening verse of Ceyyal iyal lists 34 elements as the
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components

of poetry. They

ydppu, marapu,
kétpor,

kalan,

are : mattirai,

eluttu,

acai, cir, ati,

tukku, totai, nokku, pd, alavu, tinai, kaikol, kurru,
kadlam, payan,

meyppdadtu,

eccam,

munnam,

porul,

turai, mattu, vannam, ammai, alaku, tonmai, tol, viruntu, iyaipu, pulan,

ilaipu.
He futher classifies pd or pattu.

as venpa, dciriuappd, and so on.

Pattu should comprise of the following elements ; tinai, kaikol, kurru,
marapu, kétpor, kalan, kalam, payan, meyppatu, eccam, porul, munnam,
iurai, mattu and vannam. He then defines and subdivides such as tinai

having subdivisions as kurifici, mullai and so no. (See supra for further
details)

Tokappiyar classifies literature into seven types in the Ceyyuliyal.
They are 1) pdattu (poetry), 2) urai (commentary), 3) nul (treatise) 4)
vaymoli (oral literature) 5) pici (riddle), 6) ankatam (abusive poem) and

7) mutucal (proverb) (TP). He also speaks about the mutalnul (original)
and valinul (translated work)

Thus,

according to Tolkappriyar, a composition should consist

of

two main theme akam or puram which in tur should contain all those

items listed under each one of them.

Definition of poetry in Sanskrit
The problem of definition engaged

the minds of the Sanskrit critics

in a most serious way. It was customary for every manual of poetics to
begin with a chapter on the nature of literature and then to proceed to an
analysis of H#8Constituent elements.

More over, poetics in the Sanskrit

tradition was considered as a scientific discipline (sastra). Therefore, it
must avoid the fault of avyapti and ativydpti ie. not excluding those
elements which should be covered and not including those elements
which are not to be covered.
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Definition of poetry by the Sanskrit theorists may be considered under
alamkafa or embellishment school, riti school, dhvani or suggestion
school, and rasa school.

Alamkara school
The dhvani school criti cs-Bhamaha, Udbhata, Rudrata and Dandin are

chiefly rhetoricians who

are intersted in analysing, defining and

classifying the poetic figures.
alamkaras. The dlamkarikas or Sanskrit theories, generally speak of
kavyasarira or the body of poetry and kavydtmd or the soul of poetry on
the analogy of Vedic purusa. In accordance with this principle, the poetic
language is analysed into word (fabda) and sense (artha). Thus Bhamaha

defines a poetry as word and its meaning constitute the poetic body.

(Sabdarthau sahitau kduyam.)
Dandin defines the body of poetry as a sequence of words conveying
the desired sense of a peet. (Sariram tavadistartha vyavacchinna
padavali). The poetic figure or alamkara is defined as all attributes
adding to beauty and charm to the poetry go by the name alamkdra.
kavyaSobhakaran dharman alamkaran pracaksate).

The early theorists stress the importance of alamkdra or poetic figure
in a poetry. Dandin, however, considers guna to be the essential element

of a peotry . It should be noted that none of the followers of alamkara
school ever called alamkara as the soul of poetry.
Vamana, the chief and the first exponent of the theory of riti or style
speaks of the soul of poetry. He considers riti as the soul of poetry,
ritir dtma kavyasya (Kvs. 1.2.6). He defines riti as the arrangement of
words in a specific manner in a poetry (visista padaracanah ritih KVS.
1. 2.7) Gunas are the elements which add charm to the poetry (kdvya
Sobhdyah kartdro dharmah gundh (3.1.1). According to him gunas are:

the essential cause of charm in poetty. Kavya is appreciated because of
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embellishment and embellishment is another name for charm. kévyam
grahyam alamkardt (1.1.1) saundaryam alamka@rah).

What Vamana

refers to by the term riti is called as mdrga by Dandin.
Kuntaka

tries

poetic charm.

to show

He subsumes

that deviancy

(vakrokti)

accounts

for

the principle of figuration (alamkaras)

itself under the larger operations

of deviant speech

(vakrokti).

He concedes that an embellished form of expression deserves the
designation of poetry (sdlamkarasya kavyatad (Vakrokti jivita 1.6.).
But he stresses that all these embellishments are but the constituents of
deviant speech

which

is the common

charactiristic

of all poetic

embellishments.
Dhvani school

Dhavni or suggestion theory propounded by Anandavardhana gives

a new dimension to the problem of definition of poetry. In the
Dhvanydloka, Anandavardhana tries to establish that the suggestion is
the soul of poetry (kavyasyatmd dhvanih). (Dhv. P. 2).

He says that

beautiful ideas in poetry are of two kinds, viz. 1) literal (vdcya) and
2. implied (pratiyamdna) and the latter (suggested) sense is the most
important element in poetry. Strictly speaking, the theory of suggestion
is only an extension of the rasa theory. What is suggested in drama or
poetry should also be charming and this charm can come only through

rasa.
Rasa theory
Bharata, the first systematic writer on poetics, does not attempt a

definition of poetry. He enumerates and analysise various elements such
as rasa, diction, figures, metrical patterns, styles and so on which
constitute a dramatic poetry. However he does assert that rasa is the most
vital element in the poetry. He Says NO poetic meaning subsists without
rasa (na hi rasdd rte kaScid arthah pravartate (NS. V1.)
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Abhinavagupta says that rasa is the fundamental aim and purport of

poetry (tatkavyartho rasah Abhinavabharati. NS. 6. p.652) kivyasydrthah
rasah t.p. 786). He asserts the importance of rasa by saying ‘ there is no
poetry that is devoid of rasa...... poetry lives by

rasa alone. (na hi

tacchinyam kavtam kimcid asti..... rasenaisa sarvam jivati kavyam.
Locana Dhvanyaloka 2.3p.79) Anandavardhana too says where rasa in
its various forms, is not the subject matter of discourse, there is no manner
of poetry is possible (yatra tu rasddindm avisayatvam sa kavyaprakaro
na sambhavaty eva. Dhva 3.43)
Thus, one can notice the similarity of approach between Tolkappiyar
and Bharata, the earliest and first systematic writer on poetics in Sanskrit.
Similarity of approaches in their treatment is very clear in that both
discuss about the essential elements that constitute a poetry. Incidentally
Bharata does not

distinguish between a drama and a poetry. Later

theorists in Sanskrit include drama in the migra kdvya i.e. a mixture of
verse and prose though drama falls under the drSya of preksaniya kavya
one of the two major divisions of kavya. Chronologically also they

appear to have lived more or less at the same period. The later theorists
in Sansknit are undoubtelly posterior to Tolkappiyar.

Comparison of literary themes
Formulation of literary theories in Sanskrit is based

on the texts
writtern earlier, in other words literary texts preceded the rise of
literary theories in Sanskrit. Origin of poetry can be traced back to
Rgvedic period. Unfortunately, we are left with only one text viz.,
Tolkappiyam in Tamil
as the literary composition anterior to
Tolkappiyam is said to have lost. As Tolképpiyam covers both literary

theme or literary theories, this text forms the basis for any study whether
the literary theme or literary theories.

Cankam classics are believed to
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have been written later, than Tolkappiyam. Following the principles laid
down by Tolkappiyar.
We don’t find much similarity between the Tamil and Sanskrit
tradition as can be observed from the account sketched in the preceding
pages; main differnce between the two traditions under review is the
concept of tinai. Tamil literary texts are written within the framework

of tinai as prescribed by Tolkappiyar.
However, one cannot totally ignore certain topics shared by both the
traditions though tinai concept is altogether absent in the Sanskrit
tradition. Sanskrit literary text also treat of poems dealing with the love
of the hero, his war expedation and so on and so forth.

If such topics

are not dealt with by Sanskrit writers, there is no meaning in the
enumeration of rasas as eight (by Bharata) which includes, raudra and

vira bravery and heroism.
Whereas Tolkappiyar treats of the love poems in the context of akam
theme and heroism etc in the context of puram theme. Sanskrit poets do

not observe such strict demarcation between a hero’s love aspect and
his heroism. Tolkappiyar strictly prohibits the mention of the proper
names cf akam characters, Sanskrit poets invariably mention the name
of characters, as Dusyanta, Sakuntala and so on, irrespective of the theme

they are writing on. KalidaSaS Meghasandeéa a lyrical poem is one of
the very few poems in which the hero’s name has not been mentioned
Kalidasa simply states kaScid yaksah ‘certain yaks’a
Love poem is a favourite theme of bcth Tamil and Sanskrit poets and
sO we may take this topic commanly found in both the tradition and see

how they treat this topic. Though the topic of love is shared by both the
tradition, their method of treatment appears to be different.
Tamil tradition treats of love between the hero and the heroine in two
stages as kalavu and karpu and each stage is said to have been associated

with different steps. kKalavu stage deals with the pre-marital relationship,
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the lovers’ clandestine meeting, various characters associated with the
main characters, and so on and so forth. Kalavu stage culminates in the
open wedding with the consent of the elders: If the lovers do not succeed
in getting their approval they have the option of elopement. Tamil
tradition appears to be advocating monogamy. Karpu stage begins after
their marriage. Their wedding itself is termed karpumanam. Different
stages associated with the love situation in both the stages are described.
All the love situation are described as belonging to one or the other (ஈசர்
with their associated mutal, uri and karupprul.
Sanskrit poets, too consider the rasa, called Srigara or love as the
king of rasa (rasardjah) as such several works delineate §rngdra as the
predominant sentiment. However, the stages of kalavu and kdrpu step
by step procedure

up to the

final stage of their love, their description
within the framework of tinai are althogether absent in Sanskrit poems.

There are certain common topics dealt with by the Tamil and Sanskrit
poets, despite the differences in their method of description. The topic
of a love situation viz., separation

is particularly interesting. Let us

compare the treatment in both the tradition to show, their approaches to
this commonly shared aspect.

Tolkappiyar lists a number of reasons for the separation of lovers.

however, Sanskrit tradition is silent on this i.e. listing of the causes though
a number of poems depicts the pang of separation between the lovers.
Sanskrit tradition speaks of two stages viz, sambhoga or union and
vipralambha or separation; the former stage is found described only ina
very few poems as in the Kumarasambhava

of Kalidasa but the latter,

viz, vipralambha srngara or love in separation is described in almost ali
the Srngara or love dominated kavya. Vipralambha srngara is classifeid
into two major types as yoga-vipralambha and ayoga vipralanbha. In
yoga-vipralambha the lovers invariably get united i.e. they have hope
of final union. But ayogavipralambha is concerned with such situation
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in which there is no hope of reunion. i.e. one of the lovers meet

with their end as found in the lamentation of Rati (ralivilapa) after the
death of Manmatha in the “umdrasambhava and the lamentation of
Aja. (aja vildpa) after the death of his wife Indumati in Kalidasa’s
Raghuvams’a
Yogavipralambha can be classified as mdna and pravasa respectively
due to anger or pride, and exile. Separation due to exile has been described
beautifully by Kalidasa in his MeghasandesSa. The reasons for the
separation of yaksa from his beloved said to

be the curse in the

Meghasandesa, Again in the Vikramorvasiyam the curse is said to be
the cause for separation of the king Vikrama and his beloved divine

nymph Urvasi. Rumour (kim vadanti) of people was the cause for
separation

between

Rama

and

Sita

in

the

Ultararadmacarita

of

Bhavabhiti.
Vipralambha §rngara is interpreted as the infidelity
by some western

scholars. This interpretation cannot

of the husband
fit well into

Sanskrit tradition when we study the Sanskrit poems. Polygamy was an
accepted norm, and nowhere it is said that the other wives of the king
complain about her husband’s marrying several wives. In fact, the words
rajanah bahuvallabhah or the kings have many wives is put into the
mouth of one of the wives. Therefore in the context of love in separation
the word vipralambha

cannot be rendered as faithlessness

as the

westerners would like to believe
Of course, there is no denial of the fact that there was rivalry amongest

the hero’s wives. Even when there is rivalry, as in the case of the chief

queen Dharini and the younger wife Iravati of the king Agnimitra towards
his newly found love Mdlavikd in the Mdlavikdgnitra of Kalidasa, the
king marries Malavika only after settling the score with his chief queen
Dharini. In fact, it is his chief queen Dharini who decorates Malavika
for her wedding with Agnimitra.
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includes the separation due to his contact with

prostitute. Here again Sanskrit tradition differs from the Tamil tradition.
Sanskrit poets do not pay much importance to such affairs of the hero
nor his wife considers it as an
husband.

act of unfaithfulness on the part of her

A case in point is Carudatta’s relationship with Vasantasena,

(a courtezan.) in the Mrcchaatikam. Carudatta’s wedded wife, herself
receives Vasantasena happily.
Depiction of separation suffered by the lovers is generally put in the
words of the female character i.e. heroine in the Tamil tradition
whereas

it is the

male

characters

who

express

the pangs

of

separation in the Sanskrit tradition as for instance, yaksa describes

the condition of his beloved in separation. Rama expresses the grief
of separation from Sita in the Ramdyana

as well as the Uttararama

carita,
Thus, we can notice, that Tamil tradition has its own method

of

dealing with the poetic theme entirely different from that of Sanskrit
tradition though there are certain shared topics. Tamil tradition is unique
in introducing tinat concept in dealing with the literary theme and is
totally absent in all the other traditions.

Comparison of literary theories
The Tolkdppiyam, as well as Sanskrit alamkdra §dstra speak of poetic
figuration, sentiment and suggestion. Some scholars are of the opinion
that the figure of speach upamad (Skt) and sentiment or rasa are introduced
in Tolkappiyam on Sanskrit model and their treatment in Tolkappiyam
is alien to Tamil tradition. Some scholars go to the extent of suggesting
the sections Uvamaiyiyal and Meyppattiyal are later interpolation
following Sanskrit pattern. It is not intended to enter into any kind of
argument either in favour or against these views. An attempt is made here
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to present these topics as described in these two traditions and compare
their approaches.
Simile in Tolkdppiyam

Uvamai corresponds to Sanskrit upamd. In
upamana

and

upameya

are used

whereas

Sanskrit the term

Tolkappiyam

uses

the

terms uvamam and porul. uvamam, according to Tolkappiyar falls into
two Major divisions, viz.

ullural uvamam or implicit simile

and énai

uvamam or explicit simile. Let us consider first the explicit simile.
(énai uvamam). He dicusses the explicit simile in the section called

Uvama iyal. He defines uvamai, the classification of uvamam on the
basis of

action etc. comparative particles,

use of in comparison,
of uvamai

made

different types

on the basis

that a poet should make

of uvamai

superiority

and

and appearance
inferiority

in the

eight meyppatus enumerated in the preceding section and so on.
Both

Sanskrit

constituents

and

Tamil

of comparison

tradition
are

share

upamdna,

the

view

upameya

and

that
also

the
a

comparative particle, Tolkappiyar restricts to only one figure viz.
uvamai.

Tolkappiyar does not explain the place of simile in a literature
though he has devoted one full section for simile. Absence of such
explanation, has led to many speculations, Sanskrit writers on poetics,
clearly have stated that alamkara is an embellishment to poetry. Starting
from Bharata almost all rhetoricians agree that alamkaras add to the
beauty of poetry. We had already stated that the rhetorician in Sanskrit
view a poetic composition having a body and (kavyasarira) and a soul.

(kavydtyma). Importance of alamkara in a poetry has been recognized,
even after Dhvani theory eclipsed all the other systems of poetry.
Anandavardhana includes alamkara dhvani as one of the sub divisions
of Dhvani.
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Tolkappiyam enumestates the constituents of a poetry in the opening
verse of Ceyyuliyal. whereas he includes meyppatu in the list, ani or
ornament correspondingto (alamkara) has not been included. This raises
a question as to whether or not Tolkappiyar considers

ani as an

embelliment to a poetry. If he does not why should he include a section
on uvamai in Tolkappiyam covering various aspects of it. His sutras are
of no help in arriving at a conclusion.
According

to Ilampiranar, simile serves two purposes. 1) It makes

clear what is not known earlier. For example if, it is said @ polum ama
“wild cow is like domesticated cows’, a person who has not scen earlier
ama (wild cow) if he

comes across a

wild cow (d md) in a forest, he

will understand what amd is.
The second purpose, according to Ilampuranar is it becomes

an

alamkara.ic.an ani or ornament to poetry. Thus it adds to the beauty

and charm of poetry.
Peraciriyar disagrees with Hampuranar. He is of the opinion that a
simile cannot be an alamkara to a poetry simply because one cannot name

any principle as ornament to poetry. If the poet is skilled he will make
any principle to be the ornament of his poetry. If the same principle is
handled by unskilled poets, it cannot become ornament. It is actually the

skill and the experience of a poet that makes a poem charming. Another
objection, Peraciriyar raises against considering uvamai as ani is that there
are many other elements which adds to the poetry charm and beauty, why
should one single out only uvamai as ornament. He raises another point,
that is if simile is considered as an ornament of poetry, then it becomes
an external element to poetry. But, uwvamai is not external to poetry. Itis
an integral part of poetry. Therefore only uvamai is held as ornament of
poetry excluding all the other elements then it will fall into a flaw ic.
kunrakkural (avypti) (s. 663) (Peraciriyas’s commentary the final
of the sutra. 312)

part
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Some modern scholars also are of the opinion that Tolkappiayar does
not view any element of poetry which includes uvamai as well as an
omament to poetry (Tamilannal 1985).

Now another question relating to uvamai arises in our mind is that
why only uvamai or simile is included by Tolkappiyar, and not other
figures. Our answer is that uvamai forms the basis for other theories as
the suggestion (ullurai uvamam and iraicci) and hence it is important.

Sanskrit dlamkarikas also were aware of the importance of upamd To
quote De. “The importance of upamd involved

in other figures is

recognised from Bhamaha’s time and consequently this figure which is
the source of all figures grouped together by later writers as sddrSyamula or aupamya-garbha alamkaras always given a place of honour at
the beginning of most treatises on Sanskrit poetics” (Upamaivaneka prakdra vaicitryendlamkra - bijabhitam prathamam Rdirdista. Ruyyaka

p. 26; sddrsya vicchitti visesya rapaka dipak@dy anekalamkara bijat a
yopamayah prathamam nirupanam. Malli natha. p/ 195)

Simile in Sanskri tradition

Bharata states 36 characteristic features of a kavya. kdvyalaksana (17).
He-says there are four alamkafas or poetic figures viz., 1) upamd (simile),
2) dipaka (illumination through condensed expression) 3) rupaka

(metaphor), and 4) yamaka (alliteration)

1)

Upama or comparison. One object is compared to another in
view of some resemblance in regards to quality or form. This
comparison may be 1) of one with another one, 2) of one with many

3) of many with one and 4) of many with many. eg. a) your face is
like the moon b) The luminaries shine like the moon,c) He has an

eye like that of a vulture, peacock and hawk d) The elephants are
like the clouds.
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Bharata classifies upama into 5 types. They are 1) prasamsa

(praise) 2) ninda (censure) 3) kalpita (conceit) 4) sadrsi (similarity)
and 5) kificit sddrSi (partial likeness).

2)

Dipaka : Throwing light on some idea. eg. In that region the
following are caused not to be devoid of these, viz., The lakes are
not devoid of swans, the trees are not devoid of flowers, the lotuses
not devoid of inebriated bees, the gardens and parks not devoid

of

friendly groups of people.

3)

Rupaka

metaphor : e.g. They have lotuses as for their faces, lilies

for smiles, the full blown blue lotuses for the beautiful eyes; when
flocks of swans begins to chirp, the pools resembling women appear
to shine like talking to one another.

4)

Yamaka Repetition of sounds and syllables at the beginning, middle
or at the and of a feet and also at other places.
Bharata classifies yamaka into ten types : a) Paddnta,

c) Samudga.

d)

Vikrdnta,

e) Cakravala,

f) Sandasta,

b)Kdafci

g) Pddadi,

h) Amredita i) Caturvyavasita }) Mala.
Illustration

a)

Padanta yamaka : at the end of the feet
dinaksyat samhrta raSmi mandalam

diviva lagnam tapaniya mandalam
vidhati tamram divi siirya mandalam
yathda tarunyah stana bhara mandalam.

As the close of the day the copper hued orb of the sun with the
cluster of rays drawm in shines like a golden disc in the heavens
and looks like the heavy bosom of a young maiden.

b)

Kanci yamakam : Both at the beginning and at the end of every foot
there shall be two similar words e.g.
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maya maya candra vatinam dravatinam

vyaktavyakta sarajanindm ajani nam
phulle phulle sabharamare va bhrama va
rdmd rama vismayateca smayateca.
The watches of the night full of moonlight

pass swiftly in the

company of young women. They are some times noticed and some
times not. Flowers have blossned whether they have been or not the
fair lady looks at them

admiringly and the park smiles with thier

beauty.

௦)

Samudga yamaka : If half of the verse is repeated (with difference
iN Meaning) it is an instance of samudgayamaka. Thus,

ketaki kusuma padndura dantah

Sobhate pravarakdanana hasti
ketaki kusuma pdnduradantah

Sobhate pravarakanana hasti.
The lofty forest elephant

with its tusks

grey and pale like

Ketaki flowers appear splendid. The elephant like large forest
appears splendid with keraki flowers constituting its pale while
tusks.

0)

Vikrdnta yamaka : If two feet are similar leaving a feet in the middle
itis known as vikrdnta yamaka e.g.
sa purvam varano bhitva dvisringa iva parvatah
abhavad danta vaikalydd visrnga iva parvatah
Having been like a mountain with two peaks formerly that elephant
has become like a mountain with no peak since the tusks were
impaired.

6)

Cakravdla yamaka : If the word or syllable at the end of a foot is
repeated at the beginning of the next foot it is an example of the
cakravala yamaka eg.
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Saraistatha Satru bhirdhata hata
hata§ca bhi yastavanupunkhagaih
khagaisca sarvair yudhi §ani citaSscitas
. cuabhirudha nihatas talais talaih.

They were killed by the enemies with their arrows and they
were struck again by the birds closely following the tail end of the
missiles; the battle field was overspread with such birds by which
dead bodies placed on the funeral pyre were pounced upon with their
sharp feet.
Sandasta yamaka : When two words at the beginning of every foot
are similar it is an example of sandasta yamaka.
pasSya paSya ramanasya me gunan

yena yena vaSagam karoti mam
yena yena hi mdmaiti darsanam
tena tena vasagam karoti mam
See see the good qualities of my lover by which he puts me under
his control and he entices me with those qualities with which
becomes my vision.

g)

Padati yamaka : When the same word occurs at the beginnings of
all the feet it is an example of pddadi yamaka eg.
visnuh srjati bhiutani visnuh samharati prajah
visnuh prasute trailokyam visnurlokd dhidaivatvam
Visnu creates all living beings. Visnu destroys all the subjects:
Visnu gives birth to all the three worlds and Visnu is the presiding

deity of all the worlds.

h)

Amredita yamaka : If at the end of every foot a word is repeated twice,
it is known as Gmredita yamaka eg.
vijrmbhitam nihsvasitam muhurmuhuh
kathabhidhadnam smaranam pade pade
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yatha ca te dhyadnam idam punah punah

dhruvam gata te rajani vind vind
You are yawning and sighing. You indulge in mentioning her story

and remembering her at every step. As you medidate on her again
and again it is certain that night had passed without her.

i)

Ca&tur vyavasita yamaka : When all the feet of the verse consist of
same words and syllables, it is called, cdtur vyavasita yamaka
(sa) varandndmaya meva kahah This construction repeated in all
four feet.
This is the time of varana flower.
This is the season when elephants are free from illness.
This is the time for resistance and warding of the enemies.
This is the time for campaign of war.

ர)

Mala yamaka

: Where the same consonant recurs with different

vowels many times. It is an example of Mdld yamaka.

halt bali halimali sili kheli lali jali
balo balo c caio lakso musali tvadbhiraksatu.

May the powerful Balarama, who is sportive and faltering in his
gait, who has his eyes rolling and who wields a club, protect you.

Bharata mentions only four alamkdras or poetic figures. Rhetoricians
who rose to prominence after Bharata multiplied Bharata’s four figures
into a number of alamkaras, reaching the maximum in Rudrata 68. The

multiplication of limitless varieties of poetic figures was based on minute
differences as well as the making of a large number of sub varieties of
each figure. Poetic figures are classified on the basis of word, the word
and the sense as Sabdadlamkara and arthélamkara. Agnipurana probably

the earliest known work which added another category of figures which
are both of the word and meaning (Sabddarthdlamkara)
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suggestion in ‘Lamul
Tolkappiyar makes use of two terms viz. ullurai uvamam and iraicci.
A detailed discussion on ullurai uvamam and iraicci has already been
made in the section on udlurai uvamam and iraicci.

A few points may be repeated here, as recapitulatron.
Tolkappiyar introduces the topic of uJlurai for the first time in the
Akat. While speaking about kurru or utterance at the stage of seperation

of lovers. In TP 46 speaks of two kinds of uvamam viz. ullurai uvamam
or implied simile and énai uvamam or explicit simile and further adds
that énai uvamam can easily be understood and ullurai uvamam is not

so.
The basic functions of u//urai uvamam has been given in summarised
form earlier. We may reproduce one or two of them here. 1) u/lurai
denotes an implied meaning in addition to the explicit sense 2) ullurai
is restricted to only akam themes 3) ullurai is based on the karupporul
of akam theme except teyvam or god 4) It has been used by the akam
characters in their kuirru 5) ullurai helps in the identification of tinai

iraicct
iraicci

has

been

described in the Poruliyal and Karpiyal of
Toikappiyam Porulatiaram and one sutra in Collatikaram mentions
iraicct.

1) iraicci normally refers to the animal kingdom listed as karupporul
2) Affection shown by the males towards their mates are generally
the topic

of iraicci which

is supposed

to kindle the affectionate

feeling in talaivan and will hasten his return 3) iraicci mostly reflects
the cruelty on the part of the hero. (Naccinarkiniyar) 4) iraicci subsumes
ullurdi uvamam also in such case the phrase used with ullurai uvamam
occurs as an adjiinct to the words denoting village, country etc of the
hero.
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The following meanings are recorded under uliurai and iraicci.

ullurai uvamam - Indirect suggestion by which an author who does

not propose to explicitly state his idea, endeavours, however, to present
it through the skillful employment of such telling comparisons as would
help people to infer there from what he actually intended to convey.

iraicci Distinctive features of each of the aintinai relating to five tracts
of land (karupporul)

iraicci pporul : suggestive meaning conveyed indirectly by reference
to the distinctive features of the tract or land (karupporulinnullé kollum

porul)
To sum up ullurai uvamam and iraicci are made use of in suggestion.

Both are used only in the akam poetry and the objects used explicitly
are those listed under karupporul. ullurai uvamam as its name indicates
contains a simile and is used in the form of kurru by the akam characters.
Tolkappiyar specifies the characters who are entitled to speak, the context

in which a speaker can speak and whom it is addressed. The entire
structure containing ullurai wvamam can occur as an ad junct to the village

or country of the hero in iraicci construction. Both ullurai uvamam and

iraicci are found in the love situation called pirital or seperation.

Suggestion theory in Sanskrit
Anandavardhana, uses the term dhvani for suggestion. He has openly
admitted his indebtedness to the grammarians for the concept
of

suggestion, particularly sphota of Bhartrhari. Though Dhvani-theory
became the dominant one after eclipsing the other theories
existed prior
to him, he cannot be considered as the originater of suggestion. Bharata

uses the term vyafijana in the sense of suggestion. The suggest
ive power
of language is called vyafijana. Even the Rgvedic seers have
understood
the fact that the literal meaning of an ulterance is only a
part of its total

ill
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meaning ie. an ulterance, may contain an implied sense in addition to its
explict meaning. This can be illustrated with a Rk from the Rgveda.
uta tvah pasyan na dadarsa vacam
uta tvah $rnvan na Srnoty enam
uto tvasmai tanvam visasre

jdyeva patyd usati suvdsah

(RV. X.71.4) -

Sees, but does not see; he hears, but does not hear; it is only to the

latter that speech reveals herself, like a loving wife to her husband.
In another passage in the Rgveda the great poets select their words
‘winnowing away the chaff from the grain’ and only men of equal
scholarship and literary taste can fully appreciate their poem.
saktum iva titaund punanto yatra

dhiro manasa vaécam akrata
atra sakhayah sakhyani janate
bhadraisam iaksmir nihitadhi vaci

(RV.X. 71.2).

Thus, suggested sense of a verse, apart from its explicit sense was
reognised much earlier than the dhvani theory of Anandavardhana
came

to prominence.

However

it was

Anandavardhana,

who

first

systsematically formulated the theory of suggestion taking cue from the
sphota doctrine of grammarians,

Anandavardhana defines dhvani or suggestion as
yatrarthah sabdo 12 tamartham upasarjanikrtarvarthah
vyanktah kavya visesah sa dhvaniriti stiribhih kathitah (Dhv.1.13)
ie. dhvani poetry is that poetry in which the literal meaning keep
themselves subordinate to the suggested meaning which is more important
1.€. prominent.

He divides dhvani into three major classes viz., 1) vastu or matter,

2) alamkara or poetic figure and 3) rasa or sentiment ie the suggestion
may be of an idea, or a figure or sentiment.
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Various types of dhvani such as samlaksya krama and asamlaksya
krama and their subdivisions are explained with illustrations in the
Dhvanydlokam. All these are already described.

Keeping up with the tradition, Ananadavardhana claims that dhvani

or suggestion is the soul of poetry. (kadvyasydtma dhvanih)
To sum up, according to the dhvani theory, an ulterance comprises of
an explict sense and an implied sense and the latter is prominent in a
kavya. Dhvani may be suggestive of an idea, or a poetic figure or a
sentiment. This suggested sense is not understood by a mere learning in
grammer or in dictonary. It is understood only by those who have an
insight into the true significance of poetry.
sabdarthajfiana matenaiva na vedyate
vedyate sa tu kavydartha tatvajftaireva kevalam

(Dhv.17)

Meyppatu and Rasa
Tol. defines meyppatu as
uyttunarvinrit talaivaru poruldn
meyppata mutippatu meyppatGkum

(TP519 Ceyyul 205)

If the description of an object is so vivid that one can enjoy it with
hair fristling, eyes shedding tears etc. it is called meyppatu.
He also says
kanninuf ceviyinun tinnitin unaru
munarvutai mantark kalldtu teriyin
nannayap porulkolellennarun kuraitté

(TP 275 Meyppatu - 27)
The meyppatu of fine quality cannot be understood by those other than
they who have correct perspective of things through correct observation
and hearing.
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Tol describes the meyppatu of both akam and puram theme. Akatinai
meyppatukal may be divided into three types.
1) kalavukkdlameyppdatukal
2) karpukkaia meyppatukal
3) varaivukku nimittamana meyppatukal
1)

Kalavukkdla meyppatukal
a) meyppatu or physical manifestations assigned to this stage are 24.
It spans a period beginning from the time of meeting of lovers
upto the time of their love being exposed ie. upto the time of
marriage or elopement. These twenty four are subdivided into
6 stages of four each, First tweleve are taken to represent a
period from the first meeting of lovers upto their union. The
second set covers a period from the union to their secret love
being exposed.

b)

pirivukdla meyppatuka] or the physical manifestation during the
time of separation are 20.

c)

varaivukkala meyppatukal or the emotions that manifest on the
body of the heroine (talaivi) are 8. These meyppatukal are said
to expedite the public wedding which the hero due to some reason
is delaying.

2) Karppukkdla meyppdatukal
Meyppatu of this stage are listed as 11.

All these are listed in the proceeding pages.

Tolkappiyar speaks of eight meyppdtus first in Meypattiyal. The names
are nakai, alukai, ilivaral, marutkai, accam, perumitam, vekuli and uvakai
(TP 2). Again he brings in these eight meyppatu in the Uvamaiyiyal.
(TP 264)
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3) Varaivukku nimittamana meyppatukal
Bharata’s eight rasas are : §rigara or, erotic, hasya or comic,

karuna or pathetic, raudra or furious, vira or heroic, bhaydnaka or
terrible, bibhatsa or odious and adbhuta or marvellous. The sthdyibhava
or permanent or abiding mental state are rati or love, hdsa or laughter,
foka or sorrow, krodha

or anger, utsdha or energy, bhayam

or fear,

jugupsa or disgust, vismaya or astonishment.
Vyabhicdribhavas

or transient mental

state are 33. They

are :

1) nirveda or despondency, 2) glani or sinking or weakness 3) Sanka or
apprehension, 4) asuyd or jealousy or envy 5) mada or intoxication or
pride, 6) Srama or fatigue 7) dlasyam or indolence, 8) dainyam
depression 9) cinta or anxiety,

10) moha

or

or infatuation or distraction

11) smrti or recdection 12) dhrti or fortitude, 13) vridd or bashfulness,
14) capalatd or in constancy 15) harsa or joy, 16) dvega or excitement,
17) jadatd stupor, 18) garva or conceit or arrogance, 19) visdda or despair,
20)

autsukya

or

impatient

curiosity,

21)

nidrd

or

sleep

22) apasmara or loss of memory, 23) svapna or dreaming, 24) prabodha
or awakening, 25) amarsa or indignation, 26) avahittha or dissimulation,
27) ugrata or cruelty, 28) mati or thought fulness, 29) vyddhi or sickness,
30) unmdda or madness, 31) marana

or death, 32) trasa or fright, and

33) vitarka or deliberation.
Sattvikabhavas

Saitvikabhavas are listed as eight. They are : 1) stambha or paralysis,

2) sveda or perspiration, 3) romdiica or horripilation, 4) svarasdda or
feebleness in the voice, 5) vépathu or tremour, 6) vaivarnya or change
of colour, 7) aSru or tears, and 8) pralaya or loss of consciousness.

Thus, Bharata lists 49 bhdvas ie 8 sthdyi bhdva,8 sdttvikabhava and
33 vyabhicaribhadva and explains that the sthayibhavas are the basis cf
rasa and supreme among the bhdvas.
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Bharata, defines the process of rasdsvdda or rasa realization in
his rasasutra (vibhadvanubhava vyabhicari samyogdd rasa nispattih.

The proces of realization explained in these sutra of Bharata has been
interpreted differently by different scholars. Four main interpreters are
Lollata, Sankuka, Bhattandyaka and Abhinavagupta. Lollata, who is a
Mimamsaka believes that the rasa is produced in the hero or heroine the

spectator ascribes it to the actor because of skillful acting and the
spectator’s delight is based on the appreciation of the realistic acting.

Sankuka, a Naiyayika, considers rasa to be an inference. The sthdyibhdva
in the original hero in inferred to exist is the actor though actually it does
not exist in him. The spectator forgets the difference between the original
hero

and

the

actor,

and

infers

the

rasa

in the

actor.

These

two

interpretations fail to explain how the spectater gets aesthetic pleasure
by witnessing tragedies. Bhattanayaka’s theory of enjoyment of rasa lays

stress on the subjective aspect of rasa as the aesthetic experience of the
spectator. He destinguishes the poetic language from the ordinary
language.

Poetic

language,

according

to him, has two

functions

bhavakatva and bhojakatva in addition to the primary function abhidhd.
Bhavakatva is the power of universalization. (sddharani karana) which
strips the bhavas of their individual and personal aspects and generalizes
them

in the minds

of the spectators

endowed

with

the power

of

imagination; and bhojakatva is the power by which the sthdyibhava
reaches its climax and is enjoyed by the spectators.

At that stage the spectater’s hearts are enlarged and their emotions

sublimated and they find themselves lifted from the plane of their sordid
private lives to the plane of collective human existence. This experience
is what is called rasa dasa or the state of having realized rasa. This

condition of the spectator is akin to Aristotle’s catharsis. The difference
between Aristotle’s catharsis and Bharata’s rasa realization is that the
former speaks of it only with reference to tragedy whereas the latter’s
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theory covers all the emotions. "he concept of sadharanikarana embraces
all poetry and all emotions that surge in the human mind. Catharsis and
sadharani karana are thu:

identical in their effect, both lead to

enlargement, collective ecstasy, rapture loss of self, elevation and

exaltation. Both transport us to the realm of transeendental aesthetic
experience, (Singhal: 1977, p 55)
Abhinavagupta, maintains that rasa is realized through suggestion.
According to him sthayibhavas as well as vyabhicaribhavas are dormant
in the minds of the spectators and are roused by the stimulas of vibhavas
etc. and attain the state of rasa. He says that rasa is suggested by the
power of vyafijana or suggestion.
Bharata, gives in detail the qualification expected of spectators
(NS.VI.49). The ideal reader or spectator is called by Bharata sumanas
(one with a refined mind) and by Abhinavagupta sahrdaya or one with
the feeling heart). Such a reader’s sensibility is so trained that he can
attune his heart to that of the poet.
A brief outline of literary theme and literary theories postulated in
Tolkappiyam-porulatikaram and Sanskrit alamkafa texts, is given in the
proceding pages. Let us attempt to list the similaritees and the differences
between Tamil and Sanskrit tradition. It can be discussed under two broad
heads, viz., 1) shared topics and 2) approach.

A ) Shared topics
1)

Both Toikappiyar and Bharata enumerate the elements which are
expected to be in a poetry whereas Tolkappiyar speaks about the
literary theme of akam and puram poetry, Bharata, on the other hand
specifies the items which are essential in a dramatic poetry. Since
the concept of poetry according to Tolkappiyar is akam and puram
poetry and Bharata is concerned with kduya ie. dramatic poetry. Later
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critics, in the Sanskrit tradition distinguishes a body and a soul of
poetry (kduyasarira and kavyatma).
2)

Both Tamil and Sanskrit poems deal with the different kind of love-

situation, such as union, seperation and so on.
3)

Literary theories such as emotion, simile, suggestion, propriety and
so on, are discussed in both Tolkappiyam-porulatikaram as well as
works on Sanskrit criticism.
The above mentioned three aspects of poetry are found to be common

to both tradition.

B ) Approach
1.

Defination of Poetry

Poetry is defined in accordance with their concept. Tolkappiyar
defines a poetry in Ceyyuliyal by enumerating various elements

which a poetry should comprise of. According to Tolkappiyar, poetry
menas either of akam or puram theme. In accordance with his
concept, he describes poetry dividing the literary theme into two
major classes and mentions the essential elements of akam and puram
poetry.
Bharata, the father of Sanskrit Dramaturgy conceives
kdvya as dramatic poetry. As such he discusses, kavyalaksana,
relating to dramatic poetry. Later critics speak of the body and
soul

of poetry

(Kavya

sarira

and

kavydtma). Bharata, who
covers all the aspects such as emotion, simile and so on, never
talks

of soul of poetry although he stresses the importance of
rasa or
sentiment. It was later critics such as Visvanatha says
that rasa is

the soul

of poetry

(kavyam

rasdtmakam).

Rhetoricians

who

immediately follow Bharata, though stress the importance
of poetic
figure (alamkara) in a kavya do not argue
for the case of soul of
poetry.
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Riti school claims that riti is the soul of poetry (ritirdtma
kavyasya) and Anandavardhana, the proponent of dhvani-doctrine,

establishes dhvani as the soul of poetry (kavyasydimd dhvanih)
Sanskrit critics, starting from Bhamaha speak about the purpose
of kavya (kauyaprayojana), the qualifications of poet, sources of
poetry, definition of a kavya, classification of a kdvya, according to

its form, the flaws, the merits, and the poetic figure, style (rizi),
dhvani and so on.
Litery theme
Tamil classifies literary theme in two major classes, viz., akam

and puram. Five fold divisions of land, three fold classification of
subject matter, five fold divisions of love situations, according to
the land division (tina/) and so on are discussed on the basis of rinai

concept. Introduction of the concept of tinai is specific to Tamil
tradition,
Though Sanskrit tradition also deals with all these topics, tinai

concept is absent in Sanskrit poetry. Unlike in Tolkappiyam which
speaks of the stages kalavu and karpu, Sanskrit tradition is mainly
concerned with the love of the couple, be it union or separation or
sulkng (utal).

These topics are not treated within a particular frame work. Similarly
one can notice the love affair and war expeditions of the hero
described in the same literary composition. The topic of love in
seperation is dealt with under vipralambha-srnigdra and this situation
is mostly described in case of married couples. Thus, though some
common topics are being dealt with, in both traditions, one can notice
the difference in the treatment as pointed out above. It should also
be mentioned that there is no second opinion as to its indegenous
nature of Tamil literary theme.
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Literary theories

As stated earlier, there is no formulation of literary theories in
Tamil. Three items, viz. meyppatu, uvamai and suggestion can be
identified as comparable with the rasa, upamd and dhvani of Sanskrit
cnitics.

Meyppatu
Divergent views have been expressed by different scholars regarding
the treatment of rasa in the NatyaSdstra of Bharata and meyppGtu in the
Meypattiyal of Tolképpiyam Porulatikdram. We may quote a few of the

views expressed earlier.
“The most striking parallel is that of Tolkappiyam Porulatikaram 251
which enumerates the eight moods and their physical manifestation with
the eight rasa’s of Bharata’s Natyasstra VI. 15.1 am quite convinced
that in this point. Tolkappiyam Porulatikaram is indebted to a Sanskrit
source or sources”’ . (Zvelebil: 1975, p. 71)

“The next two sections of Tolkappiyam treating of Bhdva and upama

may well be regarded as interpolations. Meyppatu’s are equivalent of the
Sanskrit Bhdva and this whole iyal would seem to depend upon Sanskrit
dramatic poetry’’. (Marr : 1985, p.56).
However, he admits that “Meyppdattiyal is a further elaboration of love

as subject

Tolkappiyam elaborates only that which pertains to love,

uvakai though the bhdvas include emotions other than love.
‘In the Meypattiyal we encounter an obvious attempt to incorporate
the Sanskrit bhdvas/rasas into Tamil poetics’? (Norman Cutler: 1987.

p.61)
Subramanya sastri, states some corresponding terms from Sanskrit for
the terms used in the Meypdattyal. cuvaikkum porul corresponds to
vibhava,

poriunarvu

is

anuhava,

manakkurippu

corresponds

to

sthayibhava, cattuvam or viral is sattvikabhava (1954). Peraciriyar, the
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commentator says that cuvaipporul are the causes of sentiment of Rasa
and correspond to the vibhdvds

Determinants. cuvaiyeunarva are the

sign’s or indications of sentiment and correspond to the anubhavas, the

consequents. Manakkurippu are the mental states the sthayibhavas. Viral
or cattuvam are the sattvikabhavas the temperamental states. All these
32 are specifically referred to as Meyppdtu by Per. in his commentary
on the next cuttiram 250 from which it is clear that Per. regarded
meyppatu as the equivalent of the Sanskrit trem bhava (John Marr.

p.57)

Apparently there is some misunderstanding about the rasa theory of
Bharata and the meyppatu described by Tolkappiyar. It is also clear from
the commentary

quoted above, this confusion regarding the real purport
of rasa in Sanskrit and meyppdatu in Tolkappiyam started right from the

commentator’s time and the modern scholars blindly followed the

interpretation of the commentators with out even bothering to think what
Sanskrit and Tamil tradition mean by these terms.

Simile
Tolkappiyar does not seem to accept poetic figures as embellishment

to poetry. He does not include zvamai or simile as one of the constituents
of a poetry while enumerating 34 terms which a poetry should consist
of (Ceyyu].1) Yet, he has devoted one full section for uvamai in
Porulatkaram. Tolkappiyar classifies uvamam into two major types,
ullurai uvamam, and énai uvamam (implicit simile and explicit simile).
He has included kirru as one amongst the constituents. ullurai uvamam

is made use of by the speakers in their utterances. (Karru). ullurai
uvamam and iraicci are the terms used for suggestion. As such uvamam
forms the basis for ullurai zvamam. Therefore, Tolkappiyar must have
felt that it is necessary to explain uvamam the knowledge of which is
essential in suggestive expressions.
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According to some scholars, Uvamaiyiyal is introduced on the Sanskrit
model. If itis on Sanskrit model, why Tolkappiyar has chosen only one
type of uvamai when Bharata mentions 4 kinds of upama?

Therefore it

is difficult to accept such proposition unless we have some convincing
answers for his choice of only one of the poetic figure (starting from 4
of Bharata to several figures later)
Sanskrit theorists consider the alamkaras or postic figure as the
embellishment adding charm and beauty to the poetry. Sanskrit theorists

beginning from Bhamaha recognizes the importance of upamd or poetic
figure.

Thus, one may conclude that according to Tolkappiyar uvamai or

simile is basic for kurru, one of the devices introduced in akam poetry
as such it forms part of poetry.
Suggestion

Tolkappiyar uses the terms u//urai uvamam and iraicci for suggestion.
Sanskrit critics use the term dhvani for suggestion.

ullurai uvamam

and iraicci in Tamil and dhvani in Sanskrit resembles one another
only in its capacity to suggest some other sense apart from its explicit
sense. In the case of Tamil poetry, ullurai uvamam and iraicci are
limited to only akam poetry and mainly based on karupporul listed. But,
dhvani in Sanskrit has much wider application . It is not restricted

only to love theme. A poet can make use of dhvani in any kind of poetry.
It is claimed that dhvani is the soul of poetry. Poetry, according
to dhvani-school obtains charm because of its suggested sense. In other
words the suggested meaning becomes prominent in the dhvani
poetry.
.
Some scholars equate the concepts iraicci with dhvani of Sanskrit
theorists. As stated above, iraicci
conveyed

by the karupporul.

refers to the suggestive meaning
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Relative Chronology
Chronology of any ancient text remains controversial. However those

scholars who propose one tradition as the model for the other, assume
that the borrower is anterior in date to the posterior. In the case of
Tolkappiyam, no definite date has been fixed so for, nor it is possible;
so also for Bharata’s Ndatyasastra. It is reasonable to consider both
Tolkappriyar and Bharata as contemporaneous since some scholars assign

them to pre-Christion era.

However, it does not help to establish that

Tolkappiyar had written sections on Meyppdtnu and Uvamai on the model
of Bharata’s Ndtyasastra. Unless we get supportive evidence to say that
Bharata’s Ndtyasaira was popular even at the time of Tolkappiyar no
conclusive statement can be made in this regard.

Some scholars have argued that the relevant sections are interpolation.
Assuming that Meypattiyal and Uvamaiyal are later additions, how to
account for the inclusion of meyppatu, kurru etc as the constituent
elements of ceyyul?
nao

VI. Conclusion
A brief outline of literary theme and literary theories as discribed by
Tolkappiyar and in Sanskrit alamkara texts have been presented in the
section II and I. The section I] gives a summary of Tolkappiyar’s
classification of literary themes into akam and puram, the characteristic
features of akam poetry and a discussion on the treatment of Meyppatu,
uvamai, ullurai uvamai and iraicci.

Section III discusses the evolution of Sanskrit k@vya and Sanskrit
poetic criticism, followed by a detailed description of rasa, upamd and

dhvanias explained in the Bharata’s NdtyaSdstra, rhetorics as expounded
by the rhetoricians beginning from Bhamaha and dhvani of Ananda
vardhana’s Dhvanyaloka and locana of Abhinavagupta,
Next

section (IV) a comparison presents the topic under two main

heads viz., (i) literary theme and (11) literary theories. These two again is

subdivided into two as common topics or shared topics and approach for
the

sake of convenince for comparison. The similarities and diffrences

in the topics dealt with and the different approach followed by these two
tradition have been pointed out. Then follows a few views expressed on
the relationship between these two traditions. As the views are expressed
mainly

based

the

NdatyaSastra

of

Bharata

and

Tolkappiyam

Parulatikaram, a brief discussion on the relative chronology is also
included here. As mentioned already the Sanskrit theorists except Bharata,

are posterior to Tolkappiyar by many centuries, this comparison is mainly
between the Natyasastra of Bharata and Tolkadppiyam-Porulatikdram.
‘However, as some scholars have pointed out similarity between iraicci
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of Tolkappiyar and dhvani or suggestion postulated by Anandavardhana,
the concept of suggestion also is included is this study with a view to
point out the difference between these two.
Bharata’s Ndfyasasra as is well known, is a treatise on dramaturgy.

One can notice that Bharata includes all those elements which a drama
is expected to contain. As such he describes the origin of drama, play
house, bhavas, abhinaya or gesticulation, characters, (male and female)

and so on. Dance, music etc. form a part of drama. This is the proper
context to clarity some misunderstanding regarding Bharata’s Natyafdstra
and the art form Bharatandtya of Tamil Nadu. The term ndatya in the
Natyasastra does not mean a dance. It is a work on dramaturgy which

includes dance as well. As one of the elements. Bharata uses other terms
such as nfita to refer to dance. Natya in Sanskrit refers to only drama
and this word is used for drama even now in modern. Indo-Aryan

languages. For instance Marathi, uses the term ndatya for drama even
today, and ndatyamandir refers to the theatre. Where as Bharata ndtyam
is adance form indegenous to Tamil Nadu.

Bharata does not differentiate between drama and a poetry as modern
scholars do. He uses the form kavya in the sense of dramatic poetry.
The words ndttiyal, ndtakam, valakku are used by Tolkappiyar also.
It seems he refers to the gestures by these terms just as abhinaya used

by Bharata. Tolkappiyar at the close of Meypdtu-says that the meyppdtu
of fine quality cannot be understood by those other than who have correct
perspective of things through correct observation. The words kanninum
and ceviyinum used in this sutra (TP.275) (those which are seen by the

eyes 1.€.. in a stage and those which are heard i.e.. in the form of songs)
seems to have been used in the sense of dramatic poetry. Though it is
generally accepted that there was no drama in Tamil at that period,
yet, cankam classics have been described as dramatic monologue. This

leads to a question as to whether Tolkappiyar makes any reference to
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rasika (skt)? Tolkappiyar has used the word unarvutai mantar in this
sutra. The sense denoted by this word, definitely refers to sahrdaya or
connoisseur of Dhvani school. Though Tolkappiyar has touched several

aspects of poetics, much earlier than the theories of Sanskrit literary critics
itis surprising to note that it failed to draw the attention of his followers
to an extent to develop them into various schools as it happened in the

case of Bharata’s NatyaSastrd, the earliest work on Sanskrit poetics.
Before we conclude, it is worth mentioning to quote Tamilannal’s

opinion regarding our ancient poeticions. As both Bharata and
Tolkappiyar refer to their predecessors, it is not appropriate to say one
tradition has borrowed from the other. It is natural to find several common
elements in our culture. However, they have postulated theories in
accordance with the tradition they were associated (Tamilannal : 1985.
185)

The following are the observations of the author.
1)

Existence of a tradition of literary criticism prior to Tolkdppiyam
may be discerned from Tolkdppiyam sutras

2)

Though Tolkappiyar was knowledgeable in Sanskrit

tradition, his

description of literary themes show that it is within the framework
of tinai concept. This conceptis

3)

unique in Tamil.

Tolkappiyar’s contribution to the subject is original and uninfluenced
by Saaskrit theories of poetry, since more differences can be observed

between these two traditions in their approaches.
4)

Sanskrit literary works except the NatyaSastra are chronologically

placed later than the Tolkappiyam.
5)

Influence of Sanskrit tradition on Tolkdppiyam probably originated

from the commentaries since the commentators like Peraeiriyar
attempted to apply Sanskrit theories on Tolkappiyam sutras in their
interpretation. Kolkdppiyam,

as it is, does not reflect Sanskrit
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techniques. It does

not mean to denigrate the position of the

commentators. The commentaries are as much essential, as the sutras,

however, one should always keep in mind the gap in time and space
between the original writer and the commentators. It is very important

to be cautious in arriving at any conclusion.
6)

Tolkdppiyam tradition of poetics, has been broken after Tolkappiyar
that explains why Tolkappiyar’s views have not been systematically
formulated by his followers as in the Sansknit tradition.

One last point is the question of relevance of such comparative study
when more differences than similarities are noticed in the Tamil and
Sanskrit tradition. Unless we know the kind of techniques which are used
in reading a poem of the ancient traditions, we will not be able to
appreciate Tolkappiyar’s ullurai uvamam, iraicci etc. properly. Therefore,
such comparative studies are essential to understand Tolkappiyam in a
proper perspective.
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utterance : 6,7 ,12,24,26 120.

Siggestion

zvelebil : 119

:

1-4,25,83,96,

a00

உலகத்

தமிழாராய்ச்சி நிறுவனம்

சென்னை

- 600 113

அகாமை

வெேளியிடுகள்

பொருள் புதிது

35.

00

ஆளும் தமிழ்

28.

0௦0

புதிய அமைச்சகம் புரிந்த பணிகள்
தமிழின் பா வடிவங்கள்
சங்க இலக்கியம் - கவிதையியல் நோக்கு
நாடக மேடை நினைவுகள்
சின்னணைஞ்சான் கதை

10.

oo

35.

oo

110.

00

160.

00

65.

00

தொல்காப்பிய இலக்கியக் கோட்பாடுகள்
நன்னூல் மூலமும் கூழங்கைத்தம்பிரான் உரையும்

110.

oo

65.

oo

யாப்பருங்கலம்

170.

00

மண்டல

புருடர் வழங்கிய

சூடாமணி

நிகண்டு

65.

oo

தமிழ் நாடகமேடை முன்னோடிகள்
காஞ்சிபுரம் ஏகாம்பரநாதர் கோவில் - ஓர் ஆய்வு

40.

ப௦

60.

00

திருக்குற்றாலநாத சுவாமி கோயில் வரலாறும் பண்பாடும்
வெள்ளுடை வேந்தர் தியாகராயரின் வாழ்வும் பணியும்

60.

00

65.

oo

100.

oo

இந்திய விடுதலைக்கு முந்தைய தமிழ் இதழ்கள், தொகுதி - 1

100.

oo

கதிர்வேற்பிள்ளை - தமிழ்ச் சொல்லகராதி, மூன்று பாகங்கள்
தொல்காப்பியப் பொருளதிகாரம் - ஆங்கில மொழிபெயர்ப்பு
சதாசிவப் பண்டாரத்தார் ஆய்வுக் கட்டுரைகள்
பம்மல் சம்பந்த முதலியாரின் உரைநடை நூல்கள், தொகுதி-1
பம்மல் சம்பந்த முதலியாரின் உரைநடை நூல்கள், தொகுதி-2
நாட்டிய நன்னூல்
கன்னடத்தில் காரைக்காலம்மையார் வரலாறு
கபிலர்
சங்கத் தமிழர் வாழ்வியல்
வேதகிரியார் சூடாமணி நிகண்டு
தமிழக மேடை நாடகப் பெண் கலைஞர்கள் - குறிப்பேடு

600.

00

40.

00

40.

00

50.

00

40.

oo

25.

00

20.

oo

70.

00

75.

oo

65.

0௦

25.

oo

Tamil India
Studies in Tamil Prosody and Poetics
Persona in Tolkapiyam

40.

oo

4s.

oo

50.

0௦

A Grammar of Contemporary Literary Tamil
Cilappatikaram (Qior.gr-w.u)
Tani pacura 10001 (மொ.நூ.ம.ப)

80.

00

100.

00

30.

oo

0801௦01101 (மொ.நூ.ம.ப)

~ 25.

oo

20.

0௦

45.

00

40.

oo

தமிழ்நாட்டு வரலாற்றில் இலக்கிய

ரஊழ!6 ள்ர்௱8₹$ (மொ.நூ.ம.ப)
010 ௭8௦ (மொ.நூ.ம.ப)
Tamil Heroic Poems (Qior.gyr-w.u)

ஆதாரங்கள்

